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Professional Development Overview

1. Domestic development status
In recent years, the rapid development in China's construction industry has brought great development
prospects to architectural design specialty. At present, architectural design at an undergraduate level, is
established in more than 270 colleges and universities, with Tier-1, Tier-2 and Tier-3 levels included. There
are lots alternatives to choose from. In addition to the well-known eight building institutions, there are
about 50 colleges and universities across the country which have passed the assessment of the professional
education in architecture conducted for all the national higher education institutions. These institutions are
superior in school conditions and faculty, as well as curriculum system and teaching quality.
The architectural design profession is a comprehensive discipline. Its major courses include:
architectural design, urban design, residential area planning and housing design, architectural design
principles, urban design principles, foreign architectural history, Chinese architecture history, building
materials and construction and so on.
Through professional learning and practice, students are required to master the following knowledge and
skills:
● Have a certain capacity to make construction project planning, and participate in and organize feasibility
study.
● Understand and master the relationship between environment and architectural design, including urban
environment, natural environment, physical environment, cultural environment, indoor environment and
outdoor environments.
● Gain the ability to make designs reasonably and quickly according to different requirements and design
conditions.
● Gain the ability to express design intent in a variety of appropriate ways during different stages of building
design process.
● Grasp the capacity to fully express design intent using language and words.
● Obtain the ability to design with computer aiding.
● Master a certain architectural model-making capacity.
● Gain the ability to smoothly read professional foreign books and magazines, and have the preliminary
listening, speaking and writing skills, and the basic capacity to cooperate and communicate with foreign
counterparts.
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2. Existing Problems
Chinese architecture, being used to bringing in foreign advanced concepts, has long been in an
unfavourable situation of weak competitiveness, and has never been able to show its unique charm in the
contemporary world. In addition to unavoidable reasons of the era, Chinese architectural education’s
incompetence in cultivating innovative talents is also one of the reasons.

In the architectural design teaching there are such problems as follows:
1. Emphasize on design and skill training in the teaching, while the theory basic is relatively weak.
2. Disconnection of theoretical education and practical teaching
At present, the undergraduate education in domestic construction institutions still follows the two-tier
teaching model of Bauhaus advocating the integration of instructing theoretical knowledge and training
practical ability; however, the educational requirements in the syllabus have been gradually transformed
into the unidirectional linear teaching model of "first class teaching, then social practice", in which social
practice namely internship is usually arranged at the late stages of undergraduate teaching. By comparison,
foreign institutions also integrate learning practice into general teaching of each semester, in addition to
arranging at least one-year concentrated practice.
3. Backward topics and fixed teaching methods of the design teaching
For the professional curriculum design for undergraduates, currently, a majority of domestic architecture
colleges and universities still adopt the teaching content featuring ‘realistically dealing with unreal subjects’,
that is, first use a virtual scene and supporting environment as topics of curriculum design according to the
requirements of the syllabus, and then based on the predetermined teaching objectives guide students to
simulate real projects for design teaching. This kind of topic selection has two main drawbacks, of which
one is that students can not directly research and understand subjects in a realistic observation way, easily
leading to the above-mentioned disconnection of theory and practice; and the other is that relatively loose
topic selection is easy for students to generate design ‘plagiarism’ problems.
4. Teachers dominate the teaching process, in which students have a weak voice.

With such an educational mode, students generally have the following problems:
1. Lack of macro consideration;
2. Lack of concern for the community
3. Too much emphasis on forms
4. Lack of the ability to co-ordinate and apply knowledge
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Survey and Analysis of Career Prospect
Currently, Chinese urbanization is growing at an unprecedented pace. Compared with the growing market
demand, it’s obvious that there is an urgent need of design talents. With the development of the national
economy and the prosperity of social market economy, people's demand for the living environment has also
undergone tremendous changes, which has accelerated the rapid development of Chinese construction
industry, but has also brought enormous opportunities and challenges for architecture design discipline. In
recent three years the employment rate of architecture graduates is on the increase, maintained at 90% to
95%. It’s safe to say that architecture is a good specialty with high employment rate, and the average
monthly income for architecture talents is also ranked in the forefront among the main undergraduate
disciplines.
Architectural design talents need not only to be proficient in professional knowledge, but also to have a
deep knowledge of anthropology, aesthetics, history and outstanding architectural works of different times
in different countries, so as to master professional essence and create unique designs. In addition, they also
need to strengthen all aspects of self-cultivation, such as the need to be familiar with computer operation
and maintenance, and skilled use of CAD to produce all kinds of engineering drawings and the preparation
of construction production plans using P3. Architectural design talents who have mastered the abovementioned professional skills will have a huge and bright employment prospect.

Ranking & Introduction

1． Grade
Grade 1:
Southeast University, Tsinghua University, Tianjing University, Tongji University, South China University of
Technology, Harbin University of Civil Engineering and Architecture, Chongqing University, Xi'an Institute of
Metallurgy and Construction
Grade 2:
Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Zhejiang University, Hunan University, Nanjing University,
Dalian University of Technology, Beijing Architectural Engineering Institute, Southwest Jiaotong University,
Shenyang Jianzhu Univeirsity, Shenzhen University, Kunming University of Science and Technology,
Shandong Jianzhu University, Wuhan University, Central South University, Xiamen University
Grade 3：
Hefei University of Technology, Huaqiao University, Wuhan University of Technology, Jilin Architectural
Engineering Institute, Nanjing University of Technology, Qingdao University of Science and Technology,
Taiyuan University of Science and Technology, ChangAn University, Sichuan University, Shandong University
Grade 4:
Shanghai Jiaotong University, Beijing University of Technology, Zhengzhou University, Guangzhou University,
Hebei University of Technology, etc.
Grade 5:
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Universities which have undergraduate education for Architecture, but have no master pilot for Architecture

2． Term & Degree
There are four-year system and five-year system for Architecture in China. As for five-year system, the first
four years are for learning while the last year is for internship.
Certificates after graduation:
Pass the assessment of the

Certificate &

professional education in

Degree

Examples

architecture conducted for
all the national higher
education institutions: Yes or
No/Term
YES / 5years

Bachelor for

About 50 universities, such as

Architecture

universities in Grade 1, Zhejiang
University, Xi’an Jiaotong
University、Wuhan University, etc.

NO / 5years

NO / 4years

Bachelor for

Zhejiang Sci-tech University, Anhui

Engineering

University of Technology, etc.

Bachelor for

Suzhou University, Yanbian University,

Engineering

etc.

Examples of Universities

Department of Architecture in Tongji University
1. Profile
Department of Architecture offers two undergraduate majors: architecture science and historic
building preservation engineering; master stations and doctor stations are established for such three
professional directions as architectural history and theory, architectural design and its theory, and
construction technique science, belonging to key disciplines at the national and Shanghai municipal levels. It
can recruit post-doctoral talents, and Changjiang Scholars. The department has one State-level
undergraduate teaching team, two State-level excellent courses, and 5 Shanghai-level excellent courses.
The whole department enrols about 120 students in architecture major (including specialized interior
design direction) each year, and about 25 undergraduate students in historic building protection
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engineering, of which foreign students approximately account for 10%. In addition, it also recruits 120-130
master candidates and 25-30 doctor candidates per year.

2. Training objectives
This specialty is committed to training senior talents and professional leaders who can meet the national
construction and social development needs, with the overall moral, intellectual and physical development,
and have a solid foundation, broad knowledge, and excellent overall quality as well as the professionalism
as an architect, equipped with innovative spirit and international visions. The graduates can be engaged in
architectural design, urban design, landscape planning and design, and interior design, as well as theoretical
research, teaching and management in the professional field of architecture.

3. Faculty
The teachers in the Department of Architecture are mostly from famous architecture universities both at
home and abroad. At present, there are 125 regular teachers, of which there are 80 professors and
associate professors, 67 teachers with a doctorate, one national-level outstanding college teacher, and two
Shanghai municipal-level outstanding college teachers. It has one academician of Chinese Academy of
Engineering, one academician of Chinese Academy of Sciences, one foreign member of French Academy of
Architecture Science, and three honorary members of FAIA. The external doctoral tutors include 3 domestic
architectural survey and design gurus as well as academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering. Such
international renowned architects as leoh Ming Pei, Charles Coria, Tadao Ando, and Richard Rogers are
appointed and employed as honorary professors.

4. Curriculum System
1. Design courses
Including basis of architectural design, architectural design, architectural design practice, graduation project
and so on.
2. Theoretic courses
Including architectural introduction, architectural design principles, planning and design principles,
landscape design principles, interior design principles, architectural history, architectural theory and history,
architecture reviews and so on.
3. Technological courses
Including building structure, building physics, construction equipment, building materials and building
construction.
4. Art courses
Including art, art practice and so on.
Department of Architecture of Southeast University
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1. Profile
With architectural design as the core course, students can study related professional theories and basic
professional courses, and participate in a number of practical teaching, to become an architect with
necessary quality and accomplishment. The specialty focuses on vocational education, and professional skill
training, and works on cultivating students’ broad social vision and flexible social adaptability. In recent
years, the employment rate has been 100%, and about 40% of the undergraduates receive postgraduate
education at home while about 20% choose to go abroad for further study.

2. Professional training objectives
The specialty is committed to training outstanding inter-disciplinary architectural design talents with
high professional quality and ability, who have solid foundation, wide knowledge, and all-round
development of morality, intelligence, physique and aesthetic, as well as good creative capacity. According
to the architecture evaluation criteria and the professional requirements of the national Grade-1 registered
architects, students should have a basic knowledge of natural sciences, and humanities and the solid
foundation of professional theory, systematically master professional knowledge and practical skills, and
have the capabilities to provide design, research, teaching and management in the field of architecture.

3. Enrolment
In 2014, Department of Architecture of Southeast University has a total planned recruitment of about
52 undergraduates, while 1 to 2 students are planned in each province, except for in Jiangsu Province 14
students, and no planed enrolment in Qinghai, Ningxia and Xinjiang.

4. Major features
1. Highlight the "Architectural Design" as the core course, and stress the unity of mental training and skill
training.
2. Emphasize the integration of scientific achievement and teaching arrangements.
3. Stress the importance of practical aspects. Concentrated practice teaching includes recognition practice,
professional skills training, engineering practice and graduation project, in a total of 50 weeks. Every
practical aspect has a clear syllabus and corresponding assessment criteria. Most of graduate project topics
are selected and performed combined with actual projects.
4. Underline the routine of teaching research and systematicness and continuity of teaching reform. The
main teaching reform in recent years includes the following: systematic integration study of core courses in
"Architectural Design", "Visual Design" problem research in the teaching of "art", construction of related
professional course group, the research of online courses and multimedia courseware; "architecture"
professional branding research in Jiangsu Province, and architecture undergraduate training programs and
teaching plan revision.

5. Faculty
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It has three academicians and two Changjiang scholars under the Ministry of Education as distinguished
professors, one winner of the National Science Fund for Distinguished Young Scholars (NSFDYS), 24 doctoral
tutors, five teachers listed into the "New Century Excellent Talent Supporting Program" of the Ministry of
Education, and 12 teachers selected into the provincial talent training program. The discipline has 117 fulltime teachers, including 31 professors and 45 associate professors, of which 72% have obtained doctorates,
and more than 70% have such an experience as overseas study for a higher degree, overseas study of
advanced courses and overseas research collaboration. The existing faculty has shaped a disciplinary team
which has such features as middle-aged and young academic pacemakers consisting of academicians and
Changjiang Scholars working as the backbone, reasonable age structure, being experienced and energetic,
having forward-looking vision, unity and harmony, and the pioneering courage.

6. Courses offered

Teaching type

Courses covered

Subjects

Credits

Directive

Basic courses in

Introduction to Mao Zedong Thought and Deng

teaching

general

Xiaoping Theory, Moral and ethical cultivation,

education

basis of law, English and so on.

Basic courses in

Basis of architectural design, basis of visual
design, architectural drafting, architectural
introduction, basic theory of architectural
design, computer-aided design, urban planning
theory, living environment and housing design
principles, specialized English, and building
mechanics.

33

Architectural design, Chinese architectural

52

general
discipline

Core courses

42

history, foreign architectural history, building
structure, building construction, building
physics, building equipment, and architectural
design theory.
Interdisciplinary
elective courses

Architectural painting techniques,

37.5

photographing, Introduction to Art, interior
design principles, urban environment and urban
ecology, and building energy conservation.

Concentrated
practical teaching

11

In-class practice

Site practice, recognition practice, sketching
colour practice, architectural design, urban
environmental research, and graduation project.

36

After-school
practice

Engineering practice, literature reading,

14

discipline competition, and practical research

Sustainable market Research China:
From 2006, China government has introduced some subsidy policy for green architectures. Architectures
conforming to Evaluation Standard of Green Building will get subsidized accordingly.
The employment guidance centre of China Human Resource and Social Security Bureau has set standards
for Green Building Engineer and will issue certificates accordingly. Green Building Engineers are
professionals who can take technical jobs during all procedures, including setting up projects, planning,
designing, check of drawings, construction, supervising, detection, final acceptance, sales, maintenance,
etc.
With the growth of Chinese economic and the deepening of urbanization, green buildings and environment
friendly& energy conservation residences are attracting more and more attention. Chinese government
introduces policies to support its development. For example, in Development Planning of Green Building
and Ecological Urban Area for China’s 12th five-year plan, it is stated that at the end of the 12th five-year
plan, 1000 million square meters of green building needs to be constructed. Every region throughout China
introduces related local policies to promote the green building construction. For example, Beijing plans to
establish ten green ecological demonstration zones and ten green residence zones with over 50,000 square
meters. Dongguan City in Guangdong Province requires that all civic buildings should be green buildings.
The department identifying green buildings are Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development of China
and Chinese Society for Urban Study.
Tongji University, Shanghai Jiaotong University, Donghua University, etc.
Universities that have architecture and environmental courses already:
Majors related to Architecture and Environment in universities are generally Building Environment and
Equipment Engineering or Building Environment and Energy Application Engineering, which are targeted at
interior environment of buildings. Generally, Architecture and Environment belongs to two separate
faculties, with little connection. The followings are some examples.
Tongji University
Architecture and Urban Planning College has set up the following majors: Architecture, Urban Plan,
Landscape.
Environment Science and Engineering College: Environment Science, Environment Engineering, Municipal
Engineering.
Tsinghua University
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Architecture College has set up the following majors: Architecture, Urban Plan, Landscape, Construction
Technology& Science.
Environment College: Environment Science, Environment Engineering, Environment Planning and
Management.
Xi’an University of Architecture and Technology
Architecture College has set up the following majors: Architecture, Urban Plan, Landscape.
Environment and Municipal Engineering College: Building Environment and Energy Application Engineering
Shanghai Jiaotong University
The main courses of Architecture Major: architecture and its principle, architecture history, Landscape
environment, urban planning and design, architecture construction and material, building environment and
interior design, etc.
Donhua University
School of Environmental Science and Engineering: Environment Science, Environment Engineering, Building
Environment

Common courses in most of the architecture universities:
Theoretical: History of Chinese Architecture, History of Foreign Architecture, Architecture Introduction,
Architecture Design Principle, Architecture Principle and History, Architectural Mechanics, etc.
Design: Basis of Architecture Design, etc.
Technical: Architectural Structure, Architectural Physics, Architectural Construction, Architectural Material,
etc.
Art: Architectural Drawing Skills, etc.

Institutes and administrations concerning environmental architecture in China:
Research Centre for Eco-Environment Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences
Chinese Society for Urban Studies---Green Building Research Centre
China Academy of Building Research Shanghai Branch------Green Building and Eco-city Research Centre

As the improvement of industrialization and development of new industry, much more advanced
production environment is needed, which bring a great demand of Architects. In China, the existing urban
architecture area has reached to 40,000 million square meters, whose renovation demand is great. Based
on the above two aspects, the talent demand for architecture industry keeps increasing. On the other hand,
intelligent buildings and green buildings, the development direction of architecture industry, will create a
greater demand for architecture talents.
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Executive Summary – Professional Carrier Summary:
This course offers the Students, Stakeholders and the Nation the opportunity to solve Chinas massive waste
and pollution issues.
Throughout the industrialisation of the country, and the rapid increase in gross domestic product over the
last years the focus has been on increasing production rates, profits and expansion, rather than the
environment. However since the GDP is decreasing to a steady level the environmental problems seem to
clarify and citizens are getting concerned, especially since 1.2 million people die prematurely annually due
to pollution. Furthermore the opportunity cost developed through the massive growth rate seems too high
as urban areas and to some extent rural areas are greatly polluted, and inhabitants are getting seriously ill.
Drinking water and healthy air is getting rare. The government has realised that major efforts have to be
fulfilled in order to keep utilising the growth potential of China in a sustainable manner. Nevertheless,
skilled workforce in the field of sustainable development and architecture and the expertise is rare.
This course provides the students with exactly this, desperately needed expertise. The students taking
this course will be able to support and help to solve the nation’s issues in a very diversified way as job
opportunities lay in almost every branch, concerned with development, finance and planning. Providing a
pioneers position in the field and markets concerning themselves with environment and sustainability.

Referencing Pictures:
Source: Google/Pictures/ Pollution China
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Within this course, the students have the opportunity to gain a very special set of skills regarding
architecture and environment.
The objective of this art is to develop estates which have decreasing fix costs while giving the opportunity of
a reasonable priced build.
Furthermore the while urban areas are increasing rapidly, especially in China, the need for a healthy and
efficient surrounding is needed.
With this undergraduate degree, the students will be able to work in every company concerning themselves
with developing and construction. The range goes from working in banking, as a financial consultant to
architecture.
The Chinese market offers a very rapid positive development in terms of growth rate per year, however the
investment capacity is also increasing which demands skilled and professional young minds to step in.
Nevertheless a young market always offers various opportunities, especially when focusing on the
economical implementations that brings with it, such as a high flexibility and the ability to react on trends
on time.

After completing this course the students have the skills and abilities to apply in one of the following
branches, furthermore the lecturer will evaluate and analyse the interest of the student in order to find the
right career choice to maximise prosperity.
-

Architecture (Green building)
Design
Development
Real estate broker
Engineer
Politian, advisor
Journalist, environmental consultant
Landscaper, Urban development
Management
Banker, financial service
Real estate agent

Moreover the lecturer is able to provide individual profiling of the students with regards to giving the class a clear
outlook into the possibilities of their studies in a professional environment after graduating. The three steps most
students struggle with after finishing the bachelor degree worldwide (career planning, finding support, and finding the
right firm) will be completed by the end of the course, because of the support during their studies the students will be
guided regarding career planning and finding the right firm

The student is given the opportunity to evaluate his strength, weaknesses, opportunities and possible
threats in his ongoing career as a professional. The Teacher will evaluate these characteristics, showing a
different point of view and assisting in the decision making process.
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Within the study the students will acquire new skills and abilities which will be important in their future life.
These include the ability to work in collaboration with others which is enhancing communication skills, the
communication through writing and drawing as well as statistical and modelling knowledge. Moreover the
ability to utilise manual, electronic, graphic and model making capabilities to explore, develop, define and
communicate a design proposal will be taught as well in order to understand systems of evaluation, that use
manual and/or electronic means for performance assessment of built environments. Besides these skills,
the student will learn how to build economically while retaining shortened amortisation times and long
term success. The students will be on the highest technical standard including the techniques of sustainable
architecture and green buildings. The skills acquired will have an increase in demand within the next years,
as eco-friendly developments are unenviable in order to maximise sustainable growth in an urban
environment.

Objectives:
As stated in the research the understanding of sustainability in architecture, its potential and importance in
the future is already a great part in every course outline.
This shows a trend which will become one of the fundamentals of the market and the customers, as with
more popularity consumers will understand that despite the higher costs of building a “green” project it will
be saving money in the long run compared to a conventional construction approach. However the longterm goal is to establish techniques and methods which will further decrease the price of construction in
order to establish a strong market position and to offer a better choice for investors and customers.
Furthermore the awareness of pollution and the nature around as has increased, as we have developed a
concisions for the environment we live in and our surroundings.
The Chinese market has the chance to implement these very important changes in the branch and the
technical advancements made to their market and their students at an early stage, which is proving rather
difficult in the western world, as the market grew for years and major players have established themselves
slowing changes down.
Another great key aspects approached by the curriculum outline is that people try to understand foreign
markets and techniques in order to apply it in their own country, however the domestic market seems to
lack confidence in regional Chinese design approaches, so instead of outsourcing the planning process and
techniques used, the focus should be on trusting chines craftsmanship and education, which will have a
positive effect on cost reduction, an increase in profits and ultimately an increase of the GDP.
Furthermore, as it can be seen in my course outline, the practical approach to designs and classes is
enhanced and increased. Sadly it seems, that this is not standard procedure but rather the exemption, as a
lot of decision making power is given to the lecturers and not the students.
Other major flaws include the very bureaucratic approach to developing takes too much time and the costs
of opportunities is increasing.
Since the sector is expanding on such a great scale and the urbanisation is as well, it is a great time for
young people to choose this subject of sustainable architecture since it will be always in demand, with a
future trend and forecast with another major increase in importance as well.
However not only the structures of the market will change, but also our approach to teaching.
Students and young adults have the technological advancements to research any topic at almost any time.
Therefore it is not essential any more for a lecturer to present a book for a class and such but rather how to
use the read and learned information in order to create a design. The world of education we live in has to
change from its old ways and adapt to changes quicker as time is of the essence.
These quick changing trends within the field demand further attention and discussion. Furthermore,
environmental architecture has become a large aspect of this new trend, and is now the center of future
architectural developments.
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We are able to take the whole life cycle of a building into consideration using both environmental friendly
and economic factors which allows an increase in accuracy with regards to forecasting.
Illustration and construction techniques and technologies have been outdated and renewed, a wide
diversified technological market introduced itself to the architects and therefore our studies at university
levels have to be updated as well.
The aspect of sustainability has to be included in every strategic illustration and design, this is what the
modern market demands, and has to be a key aspect in training our young students.
Furthermore it can be argued that this issue should be the focus of every university with an interest in
architecture.
Stakeholders and potential customers demand aesthetic designs which are sustainable and environmentally
friendly at the same time.
The political and economic changes happening on a national and international level, the increase of the
urban population, quick economic changes of continents, a young and growing society and the trend to live
in comfort, wanting high tech solutions and an individual lifestyle are just a few of the issues we have to
include and lecture our undergraduates in order for them to react, meet the demands and create an
economic force.
Technological innovations such as the internet allow us to research and access several data banks, which is
changing the assignments of the professor or lecturer significantly. As the duty of the lecturer used to pass
on knowledge to a younger generation, it shifted to letting the student research and work on relevant
information themselves. The function of a lecturer nowadays should focus on motivation, a disciplined
approach to work and how to develop knowledge based solutions.
Within one generation the approach to architecture changed from meeting the local, national demand to
satisfying potential customers around the globe. Therefore we need to update our course plans and
objectives and introduce internationally relevant examinations, acknowledged throughout the world in
order to establish a working international academic education.
In order to meet this new approach and the demands of the future, it is essential for the students to
develop new ways of learning and with this course this opportunity is given. Furthermore, since architecture
is not about just building a house anymore, but rather to complete a project from start to finish within a
team, the content of learning has shifted as well. The student who are able to graduate from this course will
be able to just do that. This course offers the opportunity to study environmental architecture, with a highly
advanced and modernized content in order to meet future demands.

Mission:
A new market or a market reinventing itself always comes with a certain risk since it is quite volatile and
might be unstable. As the entrance barrier is not as high as it would be in an older market environment and
the shortage of employees is persistent, some might argue that too many under trained people gain access
to the market place and therefore become stakeholders or market leaders, steering the market into the
wrong direction.
In order to perform like a stable, future orientated the market has to gain confidence and find its focus
or/and demand.
Customers rather buy the experience and knowledge in form of a plan outside the country, which has to
change. Arguably it will, when the market is satisfied with enough skilled workers. However, because of this
17

issue, the market seems to lack competitiveness.
That can be quite dangerous, since it is easier for a company to establish a monopoly, securing the whole
market by themselves and thus controlling it.
The overall trend within the field of architecture moving towards an internationalized demand rather than
a national one is opening great potential while creating some issues as well. One of these problems may
arise when a traditional code of conduct is introduced to a different on with a new political and economic
environment. These issues are currently discussed with regards to the relevance of information lectured,
and the course objectives of the undergraduate courses in the field of architecture.
This undergraduate program was developed under analysing the current problems of the bachelor/master
system. Thus, these obstacles have been diminished and a new approach has been developed. An approach
which is future-oriented and which meets future challenges – an undergraduate program which will provide
the students for a successful carrier as an architect

Preface – Requirements of general professional qualification
Requirements to the professional and individual qualification
a) Educational and individual requirements to the professional standards
b) educational and individual requirements from the needed ability to work
c) educational individual requirements from the professional field of activities
Therefore there is a need to clearly formulate the requirements of an architect’s training. It needs binding,
general recognized requirements profiles and evaluation criteria. The guideline shall illustrate the diversity
of requirements which are connected to both the professionalism of an architect, and the individual
evolution into a self-confident and reliable personality.

Requirements for professional qualification
If the higher education shall fulfil the needs of society and students as well as the extensive requirements of
professional practice, the study has to ensure the (scientific) training up to the ability to work. The
graduates need to acquire basic skills for professional activities and gain experience in differentiated
working techniques. Furthermore, possible fields of activity from architects should be reflected during the
order of study.
Thus, there have to be considered several dimension of training requirements, according to the job
description. The guideline comprises three complementary and overlapping parts of different profiles:
a) The principle professional standards
b) The abilities to work (basic skills to practice the profession) and
c) The possible fields of activity in professional practice

a) The principle professional standards are
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creative, technical, economic, social and ecological planning of buildings as well as their integration
in urban planning



Coordination, guidance, management of the planning and performance of a projects



Consulting and support and representation of the constituent

Later, the professional activity leans on the above mentioned competences.
b) Training requirements resulting from the ability to work
The study needs to ensure the professional qualification.
The professional qualification is acquired through the imparting of methods and techniques as well as the
practice of creative abilities in the following areas:
-

A. Project Design and progress design

-

B.1 Urban construction, local and regional planning

-

B.2 Basically general studies about construction, theory of architecture, history of architecture

-

C.1 Structural design

-

C.2 Planning of structural framework

-

C.3 Building materials, construction physics and building services

-

C.4 Construction and planning management; planning, building, contract and liability law

-

D. Illustration and design

The acquirement of working methods and techniques shall lead to professional qualification in each of the
professional activities and shall prepare to the possible fields of activities.
c) Training requirements resulting from the professional field of activities
Architects are working in different areas of responsibilities and fields of activities, respectively. They bear a
major part of responsibility for the conditions of our natural resources and their interaction with the social
and build up environment. To meet the requirements of practice, the different “segments” of the possible
fields of activities are reflected in the study plan, though weighted differently. During their study architects
shall be prepared for their main fields of action: To these belong facility planning of different types of
buildings and usage and urban planning, especially in the light of higher environmental requirements.

Fields of activity in architecture are:
Planning phase:
The planning phase can be considered as the very start of every project, after having a basic idea that is.
Every phase begins with the inventory control in which the architect has to analyze what kind of
monetary/environmental options there are, also including the areas available, in order to customize the
design idea to a specific demand. Furthermore a part of the inventory control can be to look for possible
stakeholders and what kind of building it is going to be (investment grade, housing projects, and other
purposes), it can be argued and advised that a market research should be carried out. After this step, the
architect then has to form a basic evaluation which has to include the requirements which have to be met in
order to solve a construction trough specific planning ahead. Planning is the first step to an efficient
construction, because if done properly it will save costs in the area of labor and materials alike. Therefore it
can be argued that an architect in his function as the master planner or consultant should be the focus of
every client. After these two steps have been accomplished, it can be moved on to the preparation of the
project and the actual planning process. Since there are not any pre-formed solutions fitting every client or
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the environment of the project, the planning preparation with its information gathering also considering the
legal restrictions in the area of operations can be quite time consuming and should be dealt with at an
appropriate time. With regards to mentioned legal restrictions, the next step would be the Building
permission/license planning, the preparations and submission of any relevant legal documents (for example
verifications, approvals and acceptances).
This is especially important as a construction cannot be started without sorting these issues, so the general
outcome of missing these deadlines and such would be an increase in costs since the planning process could
be finished already but the architect and customer have to wait for the legal system to come through, it can
be argued that these necessities have to be dealt with before starting the actual planning phase.
The next phase can be seen as the first practical approach to a project, as the plan of execution has to be
developed. Basically breaking down the whole plan into a timeline, and to follow it precisely. It is also
advised to always calculate buffer time since issues like the delay of materials or weather conditions can
and will arise with any project.
After having finished the plan of execution, it is time to discuss budgeting i.e. what materials to use, what
kind of quality does the customer demand, possible price ranges in which the build has to be completed.
Budgeting can be done in various ways such as a so called historic budget, using this method the architect
or accountant takes a similar project and researches the costs while looking at the differences of the current
and past project.
Another method would be to exactly calculate all man hours, material costs, legal costs and such in order to
come up with a precise number, however this method can be described as very time consuming.
Nevertheless when working with a solvent customer, there is the opportunity to work out a budget as the
build is going along with a close eye on the costs.
The last aspect of the planning phase would be to coordinate and develop alternatives with regards to
aspects of structural design, what kind of building techniques to use and efficient usage of resources such as
energy. The importance of this phase is regarding the customer in particular as a good architect should be
able to present various designs and the advantages and disadvantages of everyone, especially to tailor the
project to the customers’ needs.
This would include the approach to energy efficiencies over the life cycle of a building. These factors have to
be taken into consideration since renewable energies and other rather efficient solutions show its cost
effectiveness over the mid to long run even though building costs may seem higher in the first play. So in
order to win over customers of any kind mentioning these aspects is essential, furthermore the goal of any
architectural company should be to widen their potential customer pool and to gain market share.
Summary:
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-

Inventory control

-

Basic evaluation (Evaluation of requirements to solve a construction project through planning)

-

Planning, project and planning preparation

-

Basic design/Illustration, system and integration planning

-

Licence planning, preparation and submitting of the required documents as for instance
verifications, approvals or acceptances

-

Plan of execution

-

Budgeting and scheduling

-

Coordination and development of alternatives considering aspects of structural design, building
techniques or energy

-

Approaches considering energy efficiency or life cycle of buildings

Implementation phase:
After the planning phase is well accomplished it can then be moved on to the so called implementation
phase in which the first step is to prepare any sorts of contracts, the final determination of materials and
the arrangement of schedule of services. Contracts have to be formed for any sorts of different reasons, the
most important of these being the one between architect and customer describing its detailed order form
and such. However the architect has to form contracts with any contractor used on the construction site in
order to ensure the legal safety of both parties in the sense that it will be delivered what was ordered in a
high qualitative state.
The next step would be to control the previously set budget. As mentioned before a budget can be set up
quite differently, however it is important that no matter which method is used, the budget is controlled over
and over since it will move from the original set one due to external factors almost every time. The ideal
scenario would be that the buffer calculated originally holds up and is not used completely; however every
other time further costs have to be issued to the customer.
After having set up a way to control the budget, it is essential that the company implements a form of
construction monitoring. Usually this is done by the architect visiting the site every day in order to ensure
progress within the timeline and to solve problems at hand without bureaucracy. But there are several
software solution and other techniques as well.
So the company or the architect has to choose the one best suited to the project while staying time
efficient. Therefore it can be argued that visiting the construction site every day is quite intense. The
architect could delegate the task to a worker instead of using valuable time which can be used working on
other projects or issues. It is simple and quick solutions like these who have to be thought of in this phase
also in order for everyone working on the project knowing his or her place and operational field. The next
step is the supervision of construction and while doing that the remediation of defects for finishing before
the warranty period.
Usually a material or service bought has expiration of warranty date which have to be written down by the
architect so that if issues arise he is able to sort these out with the contractors directly and without further
costs arising. It can be argued that the consolidation of all participating parties in planning and execution
should be approached with the economization of the construction phase, as it raises the importance of the
projects and makes it clear to everyone that the outcome is directly affecting their wages or income in the
future.
The final of implementation would be the control of the building site considering accordance in public
instructions and the accepted regulations of techniques, with regards to all stakeholders which can be the
law as well.
Summary:
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-

Preparation of contracting, determination of materials, arrangement of schedule of services

-

Control of budgeting and scheduling

-

Preparation of contracts, assistance of procurement

-

Construction monitoring

-

Construction supervision, remediation of defects for finishing during the warranty periods

-

Coordination and consolidation of all participating parties in planning and execution

-

Approaches for economisation of the construction phase

-

Control of building site considering accordance to public instructions and the accepted regulations
of technique

Maintenance of objects:

Usually a development company is holding a certain portfolio in estate, fixed and variable assets. These have
to be managed and controlled.
The main factor is the inventory documentation including the current state the estate is in, and work which
has to be issued in order to ensure an increase in value. This would be the area of expertise of an facility
manager which is an essential employee when holding an investment and expecting to profit from it in the
future
Summary:
-

Inventory documentation

-

Facility management

Project development:
The start of every development is the market research and the assessment of demand within the market.
Furthermore if a demand is increasing or a trend can be seen and a development project is issued by
financiers, they then have to visit different concepts in order to find out which would be most fitting to the
market.
And the last step in project development would be the stocktaking, or in other words acquire liquidity
trough investors of any kind.
Summary:
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-

Stocktaking

-

Assessment of demand

-

Development concepts

Description of the Education

The three basics of the professional qualifications

The professional live of an architect can be described as very diversified and can be categorized in three
different categories.
The training has to be adjusted appropriately in order to cover all of these expertise although an architect
may specialize in a field if demand for the company or person in sufficient enough, or of course when
entering a niche market.
The first diversification would be the legal professional activities and the conscious for these, especially the
legal ramifications and regulations when working as an architect.
The second one being the ability to work, meaning the required basic skill to practice the profession which
is usually qualified trough a diploma or bachelor. And the third one being the possible field of action in
professional practice. As mentioned before the architect is able to choose a profession or specialize himself
in one aspect of the branch.
The diversity of the architect`s job profile and the resulting training requirements compose of three profile
parts:
a) The legal professional activities
b) The required basic skills to practice the profession (abilities to work)
c) And the possible fields of action in professional practice
Between the different parts there is an overlapping and interdependent interaction.
The three “columns”
of the ability to work
Professional activity
Required basic competences

Abilities to work
Acquired methods and techniques

Constitutive planning of buildings

Design (Sketching) and building design

Technical planning of buildings
Economic planning of buildings

Illustration and design
Urban construction, local and regional
planning
Basically general studies about
construction, theory of architecture,

Social planning of buildings
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Profess
ional
life
Possibl
e field
of
activity
Cons
ultin
g/De
sign/
Plan
ning

Ecological planning of buildings
Urban planning of buildings
Coordination, assistance of
planning and execution of
buildings
Expert opinion

Requirements the program
content resulting from the legal
fixed principle professional
activity

history of architecture
Structural design
Planning of structural framework
Building materials, construction physics
and building services
Construction and planning management;
planning, building, contract and liability
law

Requirements to program content from
essential basic skills of professionalism

The “columns” symbolise the required sphere of competence based on the specific task of the field of
architecture.
Depending on the order of study the “columns” can be represented in a different extend within the program
(according to “specialised criteria for the accreditation of the course architecture” - ASAP)

The structure of educational content and topics
As mentioned in the previous column the profession of an architect in quite diversified and an overall
standard has been established throughout history.
In order to practice as an architect further basic requirements have to meet or exceeded. One of these
requirements for example is the ability to create an design which is capable to live up to aesthetic and
technical expectation, however which one of these is rather important or maybe a synergy using both of
these aspects is usually determined by the use of the project later on. However to determine an aesthetical
style and approach the architect has to have learned knowledge of history, historic designs and the theory
of architecture which arose from related art forms and which build the foundation for the architectural
environment we have today. The historic approach is especially important with regards to efficiency in
planning since we can learn from the past and should not waste time trying to solve issues which have
already been countered or solved.
Furthermore a basic knowledge of technologies and human sciences is required as well, whereas technology
is becoming one of the key aspects of modern architecture especially “environmental architecture” since we
have invented technology which makes an estate of any kind very sustainable and supports the natural
environment rather than destroying it.
Nevertheless it can be argued that the fine art play a vital role in modern architecture as well since the laid
the foundation of architecture, fine arts have taught humanity to purchase creative outbursts and designs in
order to please the eye. Without these we would reside in large grey skyscrapers since that would be the
efficient solution. However this is not sustainable damages the human and natural environment and
depresses the human mind as well. Further architectural areas which have been influenced by the fine arts
as well would be, as mentioned, the adequate knowledge of urban design and the skills involved in the
planning process, meaning the theoretical scientific approach to architecture. Another skill which has to be
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acquired and is one of the key aspects in order to graduate is the understanding of the relationship between
buildings and their stakeholder. This can be people living in or around the building who are influenced by it,
and search for individualism which then has to be respected in the planning process and worked with, or
the relationship between the building and the environment for which the development community is
building awareness right now and in the past couple of years, which is why environmental architecture is as
high in demand.
Developers and such will learn that even though amortization may take longer an environmental friendly
building is always the better choice, economically and when looking at the demand from potential tenants
and such.
The last point being the need for people to relate to a building or their home in order to feel comfortable
around them, directly affected demand, outcome and profits. Another key aspect of the profession is the
understanding to methods of investigations in the sense of research beforehand. Furthermore the
preparation of the brief for the design is not to be underestimated and is an essential skill which has to be
acquired before practicing.

Connected to mentioned historical issues is the knowledge of structural design, constructional and
engineering issues associated with the building’s design.
Since mistakes have been made and have to be studied so that they do not repeat themselves. However this
might prove a little difficult when looking at environmental architecture as this area of the profession is
quite new, and is adapting techniques from various fields such as landscape design and such.
Nevertheless, even with this issue, problems are identifiable and should be looked at within the planning
process by building smaller scale models and such in order to identify issues before they arise in
construction.
Another basic which has to be learned and is connected to the previous problem is the appropriate amount
of knowledge concerning physical problems and technologies and of the function of the development with
regards to protection from external factors such as climatic changes, and to create the proper internal
conditions for comfort and the feel of protection.
Therefore the necessary design skills have to be applied to meet the customers and the buildings user
requirements within the constraints issues by cost guidelines and building regulations. Therefore it is the
architects exercise to meet these regulations and needs in order to succeed.
The last skill which has to be acquired to practice at a basic level of architecture is the knowledge of the
market including industries, organizations, changes in regulations and procedures used when forming a
building from a design concept and from the overall planning process.
To train students as an architect shall prepare them for their professional tasks in society and resilient
individuals.
It must be aspired a profiling of the architectural studies, comprising both creative and scientific-technical,
planning and social, economic and ecological aspects. This demands a broadly conceived, cross-sectional
training, which reflects to natural and human-influenced processes.
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That training, which must be of university level, and of which architecture is the principal component, must
maintain a balance between theoretical and practical aspects of architectural training and guarantee the
acquisition of the following knowledge and skills:
Summary:
-

-

ability to create architectural designs that satisfy both aesthetic and technical requirements
adequate knowledge of the history and theories of architecture and the related arts, technologies
and human sciences;
knowledge of the fine arts as an influence on the quality of architectural design;
adequate knowledge of urban design, planning and the skills involved in the planning process;
understanding of the relationship between people and buildings, and between buildings and their
environment, and of the need to relate buildings and the spaces between them to human needs
and scale;
understanding of the profession of architecture and the role of the architect in society, in particular
in preparing briefs that take account of social factors;
understanding of the methods of investigation and preparation of the brief for a design project;
understanding of the structural design, constructional and engineering problems associated with
building design;
adequate knowledge of physical problems and technologies and of the function of buildings so as to
provide them with internal conditions of comfort and protection against the climate;
the necessary design skills to meet building users' requirements within the constraints imposed by
cost factors and building regulations;
Adequate knowledge of the industries, organisations, regulations and procedures involved in
translating design concepts into buildings and integrating plans into overall planning.

(Source: Guideline 2005/36/EG of the European parliament and the council of the admission of professional
qualification)

Content of training regarding Source: UNESCO/UIA Validation System for Architectural Education and “specialised criteria for the
accreditation of the course architecture” – ASAP)

Assessment of content of training:
The content will start off with a quite theoretic approach to the topic of environmental architecture.
Furthermore a rather humanistic background as well as relevant historic events and buildings will be
discussed in order to form a link between architecture nowadays with an environmental focus and the
architectural approach of the past and where it came from. Including how the needs of the society, the
regional and international markets and politics have shifted and how it affected the aforementioned topic.
The content of training must correspond to the specific and general requirements of the architect’s training
– to this the model of “the three columns”.
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Design
The student is asked to develop or enhance certain skills with regards to performance in a professional
environment later on. The course objective of this topic is to develop the student’s ability to engage
imagination and to think creatively, with a focus on innovation. First of all the student shall present the
perfect design in his or her eyes before thinking about practicability, demand and such in order to form true
innovation as economic aspects and needs of stakeholders will be implemented and discussed later on.
Furthermore the student is asked to form an efficient approach to research which includes the gathering of
information, analysis and critical judgment with the final objective being to develop a strategy to avoid or
solve arising issues.
This includes that the student develops die ability to vision projects in 3D in the exploration of design. And
the last but not least skill which has to be formed is the ability to reconcile divergent factors, to integrate
knowledge (gathered from research, personal experience, previous lectures and such) and apply learned
skill to create a design solution.
Summary:
-

Ability to engage imagination, think creatively, innovate and provide design leaderships

-

Ability to gather information, define problems, apply analyses and critical judgement and formulate
strategies for action

-

Ability to think three-dimensionally in the exploration of design

-

Ability to reconcile divergent factors, integrate knowledge and apply skills in the creation of design
solution

Knowledge of Cultural and Artistic studies
As mentioned before the student is asked to learn and comprehend certain historic events which influenced
architecture in the past and how it still affects it nowadays as well, this would be how to act with knowledge
of historical and cultural proceedings in regional and global architecture for example.
Furthermore the student is required to have the ability to act with knowledge of the fine arts and learn
from them in order to improve the quality of architectural design.
Moreover heritage issues of buildings is a further topic discussed in the course as it is quite important to
know how and why buildings have been developed as well as the previous external environment in which
the building was developed, as true understanding of previous builds and the urban environment can only
be understood from studying the past.
These points mentioned will integrate to show the link between the fine arts and architecture and the
student will create the ability to understand those in order to use them in his or hers planning and design
approach.
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Summary:
-

Ability to act with knowledge of historical and cultural proceedings in local and world architecture

-

Ability to act with knowledge of the fine arts as an influence on the quality of architectural design

-

Understanding of heritage issues in the built environment

-

Awareness of the links between architecture and other creative disciplines

Knowledge of Social Studies

The student is asked to develop a sense for societal demands and how these may shift in the future to be
able to adjust designs made accordingly. This includes the work with clients and representatives of the
society to identify the need for a certain build in the first place.
After the student has researched and defined contextual and functional requirements of a build in different
types of environments, the student is then faced with economical and space related issues.
The result will be awareness for these factors, and what to look for in the future. However further
awareness has to be taught and lectured concerning international law, relevant codes, regulations and the
standards for health, planning, design, construction and safety.
The objective has to be that the students are able to visualize and use the factors in their future design in
order to be rather efficient and economical when starting the planning process with a design or a project.
Nevertheless factors such as ethics, philosophy and politics have to be taken into consideration as
sustainability is not only for the natural but for the human resource environment as well.
Summary:
-

Ability to act with knowledge of society, and to work with clients and users that represent society’s
needs

-

Ability to develop a project brief through definition of the needs of society users and clients,

-

Research and define contextual and functional requirements of different types of built environment

-

Understanding of the social context in which built environments are procured

-

Awareness of the relevant ergonomic and space requirements of the working environment

-

Awareness of the relevant codes, regulations and standards for planning, design, construction,
health, safety and use of built environments

-

Awareness of philosophy, politics, and ethics as related to architecture

Knowledge of Environmental Studies
The student is asked to develop the ability to connect natural systems and urban environments and how
these can function together in order to create a synergy resulting in ecological sustainability and designs for
reduced energy in order to protect limited natural resources.
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Furthermore the student has to comprehend how passive systems work, where advantages are and how to
manage these in the best possible way. Moreover architectural technologies and techniques have evolved
especially over the last ten years and the student has to realize these steps by studying the history and
practice of landscape architecture, urban design and the difference between a regional and a national
project.
This approach to the environment while staying cost effective and economical especially when looking at
the buildings life cycle is very important to understand as it will form our future in urban construction,
without the knowledge how to be efficient in dealing with the environmental concerns such as global
warming the world of development and design is unable to move forward and ultimately fail the demand of
society and market trends which can be increasingly seen in most parts of the industrialized world today.
Summary:
-

Ability to act with knowledge of natural systems and built environments

-

Understanding of issues of ecological sustainability, design for reduced use of energy, as well as
passive systems and their management

-

Awareness of techniques and their evolution

-

Awareness of the history and practice of landscape architecture, urban design, as well as regional
and national planning

Knowledge of Technical Studies
While the student has been learning about the theoretical side of history, environmental awareness,
economic benefits and the designing process, he or she is now required to build up knowledge on the
technical view of things.
Starting with knowledge of the structural framework, which materials can be used, provision and removal.
Furthermore, the understanding the process of a technical design and the integration of structure are vital
for a future graduate to know and use in order to gain recognition in a professional environment.
If these factors are not considered with ad most care health and safety risks may evolve which creates
massive liability issues.
The student is asked to study about new construction technology, service systems with regards to create a
whole working idea or design. Out of these issues the student learns the necessity and importance of the
technical infrastructure when realizing a design while keeping construction costs in control. The topic will be
concluded by lecturing knowledge of physical problems, technological advances which can change and
diversify the function of a building in order to protect inhabitants from climate of any kind with the mission
to build comfort and a home.
Summary:
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-

Technical knowledge of structural framework, materials, provision and removal

-

Understanding of the process of technical design and the integration of structure, construction
technology and service systems into a functional effective whole

-

Understanding of service systems as well as systems of transportation, communication,
maintenance and safety

-

Awareness of the role of technical infrastructure in design realisation, and of the process of
construction cost and control

-

Adequate knowledge of physical problems and technologies and of the function of buildings so as to
provide them with internal conditions of comfort and protection against the climate

Knowledge of design Studies
The overall objective here is to apply learned knowledge of design theory and methods in order to create an
individualized approach to the topic while avoiding past mistakes made and to improve the capability of
forming a design.
From knowledge lectured, the students are able to develop a real understanding of the problem or topic at
hand which will be design procedures and processes as well as the analysis of the external environment and
the interpretation of basic conditions in this case. The student will then be able to form constructive
criticism concerning historical designs and architecture which will help them to avoid these issues found
and learn from them for future developments.
Summary:
-

Application of the knowledge of design theory and methods

-

Understanding of design procedures and processes as well as analyses and interpretation of basic
conditions

-

Knowledge of design history and architectural criticism

Knowledge of Construction Economics/Construction Management
The importance of this issue may seem clear; however students may see themselves in artists when creating
a design while forgetting about economic issues, so this topics relevance is vital for a practical approach to
building an estate of any kind.
Within these lectures the student will learn the knowledge of professional, commercial, financial and legal
requirements which have to be fulfilled with regards to the realization of a project.
Furthermore the student will be taught the fundamentals of the construction and development industries
and their code of conduct in order to account for these in his or hers forecasts and act appropriately,
especially concerning financial issues.
These industries include; finance, real estate investors, alternative methods of contract placement and
facility management. Furthermore the diversification of the role of an architecture in a fast changing
environment and seen in an international context will be taught.
The understanding of basic business principles and their appliance to a development in order to stay ahead
of costs and increase economic efficiency will be enhanced by the lectures.
The functions of project management and professional consulting will be explained as it may be a
professional environment where students would like to be part of or act with. The topic will be finalized by
talking about the code of conduct relevant for architects, ethical implementations which may arise and legal
responsibilities including registration practice and building contracts.
Summary:
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-

Application of the knowledge of the professional, commercial, financial and legal requirements

-

Understand the fundamental working of the construction and development industries, such as
finance, real estate investment, alternative methods of contract placing and facility management

-

Understand of the potential roles of architects in conventional and new areas of activity and in an
international context

-

Understanding of business principles and their application to the development of built
environments, project management and the functioning of a professional consultancy

-

Understand of professional ethics and codes of conduct as they apply to the practice of architecture
and of the architects’ legal responsibilities where registration practice and building contracts are
concerned

Skills

Certain skills have to be learned by the students in order to create professional who are able to start their
career at a managerial entrance level. These skills will be taught and include the ability to work in
collaboration and to communicate ideas trough speaking, writing, drawing, statistics and modelling.
A further ability which will be lectured throughout the course will be the ability to utilize manual,
electronic, graphic and model making capabilities to explore, develop, communicate and present a design
proposal.
The students will use these mentioned skills to create a systems of evaluation in order to comprehend
performance assessments of built environments
Summary:
-

Ability to work in collaboration and to communicate ideas through speaking, writing, drawing,
statistics and modelling

-

Ability to utilise manual, electronic, graphic and model making capabilities to explore, develop,
define and communicate a design proposal

-

Understand of systems of evaluation, that use manual and/or electronic means for performance
assessment of built environment

Fields of action on professional practice
The guideline has no effect on the required experience gained through professional practice after graduates
have completed their study program.
The expertise must be gained during professional practice under supervision of an architect, taking two to
three years, and is obligatory for signing in the architectural association according to Chamber of
Architects/Building chamber law and practice as an architect for example in Germany.
The implementation of theoretical knowledge into real practice is an essential component at the architects’
way to professional qualification.
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Therefore the professional practice helps to strengthen the acquired knowledge during the study course.
Additionally an extra-occupational, practice-focused further education complements the professional
practice activity in several federal states of Germany. Supporting theoretical knowledge during professional
practice before signing to the Chamber of Architects granted the client that the Architect has a minimum
standard in professional qualification.

Design of education plan

Educational Goals

1.The ability of illustration and
course objectives

2. Knowledge of the culture and
fine arts

3. Knowledge of the social and
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- Knowledge
- Skills
- Competence
1.1 the skill to think creatively
and to insert the
contribution of other
members of the planning
team in order to improve
leadership
1.2 The skill to research, define
issues, analyzing with
critical thinking to form a
strategic course of action
1.3 The ability to develop
visions in 3D, to create
plans under scientific,
methodic and artistically
aspects
1.4 The skill to bring divergent
factors in line, to integrate
knowledge and to use it in
order to create a solution
to the planning problem at
hand
2.1 The appliance of
knowledge learned from
historical and cultural events
within international
architecture
2.2 the appliance of learned
topics regarding the fine arts
with regards to the quality of
an architectural plan
2.3 the understanding of the
heritage looking at a buildings
environment and the issue of
monument protection
2.4 The skill to identify the links
between architectural,
philosophical and political
streams and the cultural
evolution of other creative
disciplines

The content can be found in
following modules:

3.1 The appliance of learned

City planning – advanced

Planning for existing estate
Planning for future
developments and projects

Planning and development on
existing estates

human studies

4. Knowledge of the
environmental sciences

5.Knowledge of the
technological advancement
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knowledge concerning society,
constructor and occupant
3.2 The ability to create
programs for development
assignments in order to define
and accomplish requirements
of society, constructors and
occupants
3.3 The defining process of
functionality of a building
within different natural
environments
3.4 The understanding of social
context within a development,
considering stake holders
3.5 The understanding of
ergonomic and territorial
requirements of the working
environment
3.6 Knowledge of important
laws, regulations and scale
concerning planning,
construction, healthcare, safety
and the purpose within a
buildings environment
3.7 Knowledge of architectural
relevant issues concerning
philosophy, political science
and ethics
- The appliance of knowledge
on natural systems
(environmental) and the urban
environment
- The understanding of topics
concerning sustainable natural
environments to develop plans
in order to minimize waste of
energy , the positive impact on
the environment and
furthermore the knowledge of
passive systems and how to
control these
- The awareness of technics and
technological advancement
- The awareness of history,
landscape architecture, urban
development, regional and
international planning
- appliance of knowledge
regarding structural framework,
materials, maintenance and
waste management
- the understanding of the
technical illustration process
and the integration of

(development of a social,
economic and ecological
concept)

Modules:
Water and Landscape
Construction product
(advanced)
Construction products from a
chemical point of view

Module Basics:
- Ecological building
- Urban ecologic
- Materials/production
- Eco-systems
Module Planning

Module energetic assessment
of buildings using the example
of day-light-planning (EnEV)

Planning and Illustration for
future estate and developments
(integration sustainable energy
concepts)
Planning, forecasting and
Illustrating ( the costs over the

6. Knowledge of method of
illustration

7. Knowledge of the economic
planning and construction
procedure and management
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structural framework,
construction technics and
technological advancement to
create a reasonable concept
- the understanding of
infrastructure and the
development of maintenance,
communication and security
systems
- The consciousness for the
importance of technical
infrastructure within the
illustration process also
regarding financial planning
and controlling
- The knowledge of physical
problems and current state of
technology as the main
function of a building is
creating a shelter from
atmospheric conditions
- appliance of theoretic
knowledge concerning
illustration and possible
methods
- The understanding of the
illustration methods and
processes as well as analysis
and interpretation of basic
parameters
- Knowledge of the history of
illustration and architectural
critics
- The appliance of knowledge
concerning the requirements of
the profession, the economic
and financial system and of the
law
- The understanding of the
operating mode within the real
estate development the
financial issues linked to the
sector and investment
opportunities within the
market, the facility
management and alternative
methods of commissioning
- The understanding of the
potential roles of an architect
within and outside its usual
operating branch acting on the
regional and international
markets
- the understanding of market
forces and its impact on

live cycle, developing and
energy concept )
Module
planning/illustration/project
Construction products
Energetic assessment of estates

Planning and Illustration of
existing estate

Important for group projects of
2. And 3. Semester

Ecological concepts
(Holdenfleiss, Ostermeyer)

8. Capabilities / Knowledge
improvement / Progress made

existing urban development, of
controlling a project as well as
project development and
consulting a potential
constructor
- the understanding of
profession ethics and the code
of conduct regarding the
execution of the job as an
architect, the regulatory
framework
- The ability to work in
teams and to share
thoughts, drafts,
statistics and designs
- The ability to analyze
future developments
using analog, digital
and model building
- The understanding of
manual and
electronical evaluation
systems in order to
diagnose urban
developments

Important for group projects of
1. And 3. Semester
(TK´s, video conferences, using
book DGNB)
General ecological concept/
LEGEP , using book sustainable
urban quartiers

Study Tools:
Introduction of the semester project
The student is given a short review of the semester program. Included will be for example an estate, a
future construction and the approximated relevant data concerning the project. (Exemplar: master project
“DESY”, workshop climate architecture)
Within the first lectures, the student will have the opportunity to discuss the project and to understand
semester goals. Furthermore the student will be presented the grading system used, so that the exercise
and grading system is clear and understood.
The design exercise is structured as followed:
-Strategic design – defining main objectives
The student is given small research exercises concerning issues such as energy, natural lighting, intelligent
materials, geology, small and large water cycles and the differences in using water. The research will then be
presented to the group (10 min) using PowerPoint and a handout. This exchange of information should
create an awareness of all different environmental aspects to create a sustainable designed building.
Parallel, the student is asked to develop, in cooperation with the lecturer, the different design phases from a
schematic design in order to form a final design presentation.
If the students show effort and perform satisfactory the lecturer will provide a variety of workshops and
excursions such as model building, detailing the curtain wall, visiting an extraordinary project in town,
visiting a construction site or how to deal with storm water treatment.
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While the student is receiving a strong guidance by his teacher, and is given websites and books where
relevant information can be found, he or she is asked to research and complete the project by themselves
while
const
antly
prese
nting
progr
ess
and
evalu
ation
class
mates
prese
ntatio
ns.

Exam
ple
of
seme
ster
progr
am
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Example of Student Evaluation:
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5.3 Example of excursion and workshop
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Cours
e
descr
iptio
n:
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Course description:
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ECTS Overview, Course Program
Credits /Semester Self-Study / Week

Guided Self-Study / Week

Class Attendance / Week

Exam Prep. /Week

Semester 1
Fudamentals A
Architecture Heritage
No Tech Architecture
Architecture & Environment
Design Class A
Total

4
4
4
6
6
24

1
1
1
1,5
1,5
6

1
1
1
2
2
7

2
2
2
3
3
12

1
1
1
1
1
5

Semester 2
Fundamentals B
How to start
A&E Project
Strategic Design
Landscape Analysis
Design Class B
Total

4
2
4
4
4
6
24

1
0,5
1
1
1
1,5
6

1
0,5
1
1
1
2
6,5

2
1
2
2
2
3
12

1
0,5
1
1
1
1
5,5

Semester 3
Fundamentals C
Water
Parts of a Building
Planning Phases
Design Class C
Total

4
4
4
6
6
24

1
1
1
1,5
1,5
6

1
1
1
1,5
1,5
6

2
2
2
3
3
12

1
1
2
1
1
6

4
4
6

1
1
1,5

1
1
1,5

2
2
3

1
1
2

Semester 4
Fundamentals D
Green Bldg, History & Future
Energy Savig Designs
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Construction/ Installation of TA
Design Class D
Total

4
6
24

1
1,5
6

1
1,5
6

2
3
12

1
1
6

Semester 5
Future Cities
Model Building of Iconic Architec.
Integral Concept of infrasctructure
Advanced Technical & Design Concepts
Design Class S.5/6
Total

4
4
5
5
6
24

1
1
1,25
1,25
1,5
6

1
1
1,25
1,25
1,5
6

2
2
3
3
3
13

1
1
1
1
1
5

Semester 6
Career Opportunity
General Design Principles
Three Belts when building
Integration of Technical Systems
Design Class 5/6
Total

2
4
6
6
6
24

0,5
1
1,5
1,5
1,5
6

0,5
1
1,5
1,5
1,5
6

2
2
3
3
3
13

1
1
1
1
1
5

6
6
8
2
2

1,5
2
2
0
0,5

1,5
1,5
2
0,5
0,5

3
3
4
1
2

1
2
2
1
1

24

6

6

12

6

Semester 7
Cities History & Future
Town Planning Theory
City Eco-Design
Individual Career Consulting
Strategic Preparations of Bachelor Thesis
Total

46

Semester 8
Deciding topic of Bachelor Thesis
Strategic Design Phase
Schematic Design Phase
Details - Optional
Final Presentation
Total
1 ECTS = 30 hrs
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4
6
6
0
8
24

1
1,5
1,5
0
2
6

1
2
2
0
2
7

2
3
3
0
4
12

1
1
1
0
2
5

Core environmental architecture and future living modules:
1 Year, Semester 1

Fundamentals A:
Credits: 4
The fundamental course is including basic outlines of the topic of environmental architecture, while
establishing a knowledge base for a students and the lecturer. After this has been completed the course
program may start. Fundamentals A, is the first course of a four year undergraduate program, and will start
off with basic questions like; what needs a human being? And, how do I want to live in the future? The class
discussion will be directed to the evolution of living in an urban environment, including trends forecasted
for the near future. Furthermore the lecturer will address the topic of sustainability today, and in the future
and how this affects our way of thinking and the embracement of change.

Architecture Heritage:
Credits: 4
After having established a base, and the understanding of the topic by the student, the course will then
move on to a rather historical approach, especially ancient architecture in China and the world. The class
will study topics regarding the fine arts in order to improve architectural planning skills, as we are able to
learn a lot from the past. After completion of this course, the students are able to identify links between
architectural, philosophical and political streams as well as the cultural evolution of other creative
disciplines. Furthermore the students are able to increase their knowledge of the cultural and fine arts, the
historical advancement in architecture and mistakes made in the past and how to avoid them. The course
will also reflect the difference of ancient architecture around the world in when looking at other cultures
and climate conditions. The student will recognize very sophisticated techniques regarding climate
regulations and water treatments in historic building based on low tech solutions. He will archive an
understanding of building shapes in order to fit the local conditions and requirements as well as find
complete building materials for a building in a local surrounding. Furthermore the students will learn how
to apply learned content in the modern world, including the construction of roof shapes, passive solar
systems for heating and cooling .The class will then finish this course with the topic of monument
protection.
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No Tech architecture:
Credits: 4

The course will start with the appliance of theoretic knowledge concerning illustrations and other possible
methods, in order to show the student the varieties of approaches concerning a specific project.
Furthermore the student is able to develop the skill of critical thinking while establishing first steps to a
successful planning process. After the introduction of the topic, the student will learn the importance of
Feng-Shui (harmony for buildings inside and out, landscape and environment), concerning the regard for
detail and structure of work. Furthermore the student will be taught simple solutions for different weather
and climate zones as well as the knowledge and function of natural materials, including the use of natural
lighting. The student is asked to apply theoretic knowledge concerning illustration and other possible
methods. Nevertheless the class will be lectured on various methods how to make simple structures a
construction, and the simplicity of a buildup. These approaches will teach the students the methods of
illustration, designs made before the technical revolution and the skill to sketch with pen and paper.

Architecture and environment part A
Credits: 6

Within this course the student will be able to develop a base of knowledge concerning the fine arts, social
and human studies technological advancements and how it had an impact on the architectural branch, the
knowledge of illustration and the ability of illustration while focusing on the different material flows and the
influence to the environment. The student will understand with this basic introduction material cycles the
dependence between humans and nature, building and city, city and landscape, and find a new professional
field of architecture which focusses on this interactions. Within this topic the student will learn to
understand the influence of human input ad find healthy solutions for growing cities on one hand, and a
growing population with upgraded expectations on the other hand. The course will move on to the various
approaches of modern architecture while learning the different instruments to scale and calculate human
influence. The lecturer will give fitting examples.

Design Class Semester A:
Credits: 6

The student is asked to put previously learned courses and topics into context with a practical approach,
guided by the lecturer. As an exercise the class is asked to design a family house inhabiting two adults, a
child and a disabled grandparent. The specification of the projects include that every person has to have at
least 20 sqm2 of living area, the suppliers of building material must be in a local (50 km) radius and the
house has to include sustainable appliances such as low energy and water consumption and no access to
the public sewage system. The building must have a simple structure, easy and low budgeted to build.
Furthermore the course will include the approach to start detailing techniques concerning for example
basics; the roof, facades. Also the student will learn the importance of splitting a project planning progress
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in several smaller steps in order to succeed phase by phase. Another key issue of this course includes the
ability to design for very specific peoples in the building in close detail such as elderly, retarded wheelchair
users and small kids in order to show that taught knowledge can be applied by the student directly into the
project.

Year 1, Semester 2

Fundamentals B:
Credits: 4

Within this course the student is asked to further widen his or her basic horizon, including issues first
mentioned in the first semester. The student will learn to analyze and develop concepts for complex mixed
used buildings while taking environmental aspects for construction under consideration. The student should
learn to understand the difference of building a new design or the restructure of an estate. Moreover the
student learns how to start the analysis and construction process of ecological buildings, as well as the
boundary conditions of holistic buildings. The student is then asked to analyze different examples. The
course will advance with the topic of multipurpose buildings, including to combine the different functions
and usage in the same building. The lecture continues with the presentation of legal requirements
including; fire regulations, structures, healthy living and working conditions, access and transportation
solution and much more. The student has to understand each building as a part of a city and the
neighborhood, as each building has an impact and brings changes to the environment it is built in.
Furthermore the students learns to principle of segmentation and the understanding of different views of a
human group(Users, visitors, maintenance people, developers, bankers, city officials and many more)
concerning a building. He will learn about different technical support systems and the major role of the city
support systems, and the requirements of the different city code departments. To finalize the course the
student has to be able to understand the complexity of building requirements and he has to extract a
priority list to focus on for his course design. These design results will be different within the group, so that
at the end the students exchange their work within the class, so that all students have received a very broad
learning success on these issues.
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How to start and organize an architectural and environmental design project:
Credits: 2

The main focus is to give the students a clear and easy to follow guideline for successful planning – the
planning. He will learn to understand the structure of complex design work and their step by step approach
using methods, instruments and procedures of a holistic building design
Therefore it is important to start the design work immediately on one hand side, and to separate and
basically organize the design approach into modules like design phases on the other hand. The student then
has to understand where and how to integrate other specialist into the design progress during the different
phases, he has to learn to structure, make organigrams, schedules, time budgets including control and
correct these during the long way from the first draft till completion on the site, work out alternative and
evaluate those, build in planning teams and restructure these etc.
At the end the student will have a tool to successfully understand and initiative the very complex looking
planning demands into a step by step procedure, and the ability to set up and manage this process
individually and as part of a team.

Strategic design:
Credits: 4
The strategic design phase is the focusing on the project bullet points such as: The height, amount of areas,
mixed uses, multi-purposes, accessibility, environmental issues, materials, natural lighting, energy demands,
water relevant points for sweet and black water, neighborhood questions, city coding, technical
requirements, ecological issues, public support systems available, traffic systems, climate and weather
conditions, the surroundings and the budgeting and many more. The student is taught knowledge
concerning the strategic design framework and understanding the methods of strategic design, including
the definition. The student will learn to make a list of top priorities concerning the student’s individual
project, and also discuss alternatives in a team.
After completing this course, the student has to be able to make a full research on the environment a
project is based in. He will then draw and write down this issues in specifications that will allow all other
people that step into the project later to follow the project strategy as a guiding red line. At the end it
allows the client to check if he has received the planning he was offered in the early phases, he can check
the energy demands and the water demands that where promised.
The strategic planning phase is very important in order to stay focused during the entire project and not to
get lost in the tremendous offers of attractive alternatives. If the student understands to set up a tight
planning strategy (How to organize…) and a set of project strategic specification for the building itself, he
will be way ahead to successfully manage architectural projects and teams successful.
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Landscape and site analysis:
Credits: 4

The focus of the course is on the issue of external land and landscape factors such as the entire field of land,
urban and rural, urban living, city planning, urban greening, urban design of traffic and parking fields,
greenery along the building and party on the exterior of the building (roofs and facades – see other course)
and interior greenery (see other course), the projects environment and the involvement of stakeholders.
The student will learn how to form a sustainable design which is underlining the landscape, and the first
steps of evaluating a construction site. Out of these issues the class is able to increase its ability to
approach any natural environment while evaluating architectural possibilities and potentials. Within this
topic the student will learn what to consider when analyzing a construction site, for example environmental,
ecological, human and building aspects under consideration of climate, weather (rain/wind/seasons),
geology, traffic and public support systems, ecological value, city coding neighborhoods and such. Moreover
how to form a sustainable design underlining the landscapes features and conditions based on the project
needs and budgets. The student is then taught the understanding of individual conditions of a project which
have to be considered when looking at the evaluation of a research. Furthermore the class will learn to find
economical solutions for individual conditions and issues which may arise.

Design Class B:
Credits: 6
The student is asked to train all the issues from this semester in a simple mixed used facility. This can be an
apartment building with 5 stories apartments for different size and quality, one ground floor day care center
and shops, parking for cars and bikes.
His strategic outline shall contain easy heating and cooling systems, basic exterior greenery, saving systems
for energy, water and garbage. He has to structure his planning phases and produce an entire set of
drawings and renderings including basic mass calculations.
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2 Year, Semester 3
Fundamentals C:
Credits: 4
The student will be far enough to begin confronting advanced issues such as water and nutrient cycles
which is included in the ecosystems of a sustainable design. The design does also concern itself with energy,
water and material cycles. The student will be lectured on public water systems and how to connect a
building to these systems. The student is given a full explanation of sustainable water and nutrient cycles, in
order to understand how these systems can be supported in within an individual design. Furthermore the
possibilities of the support of natural and public systems will be discussed. Moreover the students are
taught how to include these systems in their approach to a concept.

Water:
Credits: 4
The course will begin by introducing the composition and the characters (masses and content) of different
water flows, such as; rainwater, grey /brown/ black/ yellow water as well as sweet water. The students are
schooled on the topic of water management on the in- and outside of a building, the objective being to
learn techniques for treatment of different types of water under environmental aspects. The lecture
continues by presenting various water recovery systems and the saving systems which can be applied to a
building with a regard to efficiency and the decrease of fixed costs, this includes the installation and
techniques regarding sanitary facilities. Furthermore knowledge of horizontal and vertical piping within and
outside a building will be explained. The objective of the course is that the students graduating have
learned to design the water piping on the in- and outside of a building, while taking basic calculations of
pipe dimensions into consideration. The students will lean to treat water as a precious resource and how to
save it, especially when the reuse of rain water is an option and how to recover the rain. Furthermore the
students will build the awareness that water is one of our four major resources on earth which have to be
used with respect and in a sustainable manner.

Parts of a building:
Credits: 4
The student will learn about major building parts such as; roofs, facades, windows, stairs, technical
equipment and exterior and interior green plantation. After having presented this approach to planning the
class will learn about the variety of alternatives available regarding the methods used while looking at a
specific part of a building. The student will learn to highlight and select certain features while taking other
aspects out of the process of planning. However the student has to study the costs of different solutions in
order to stay profitable and cost effective. After having finished planning the different parts of a building,
the student will then learn how to assemble these and to detail the buildings components. Moreover the
lecturer will explain common problems the planner is facing during this process, and how to avoid these.
The course will finish by lecturing the importance of budgeting
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Planning phases:
Credits: 6
Within this course the student will learn to organize the planning process in different steps, learn about
other engineers and their part within a project, learn to focus in each phase on the relevant issues, learn
how to guide a team of specialists and to give your client the feedback he needs, rather than what you think
is necessary. Furthermore the student has study the strategic planning phase including schematic designs.
The lectures will include the issue of technical and legal requirements which have to be considered within a
design. The lecturer will offer a quality circle in which the student can detail his design and integrate
knowledge of other involved engineers and planners. The course will finish by showing the student how to
supervise a construction site, establish a time schedule for everyone to work by and how important it is to
follow these. Since almost every project is having a budget, it is essential for the customer and the wellbeing of the project to stay cost effective and on time, which is what the student will learn within this
course.
Design class C:

Credits: 6
The practical approach to learned topics from this semester, will manifest into a design class with the goal of
planning a schematic design of a multi-purpose facility with parking in the basement, two levels of shopping
and ten stories of office buildings. The design has to include the concrete structure, and the illustration of
heating and cooling piping in and outside of the building. Furthermore the student is advised to show
alternatives regarding the concept of a low energy house, a passive house and working with green house
exterior including green facades and roofs. The student has to make a schedule for all planners on the
project showing the entire process with regards to time sensitivity and costs. To finalise this practical
approach to learned theory, the student has to construct a presentation for a developer. Within this
approach the class is learning how to deal with multi-purpose facilities, how to guide a pipe system through
your structure, learn to give relevant information to the client while staying within the schedules time and
budget frame.

2 Year, Semester 4
Fundamentals D:
Credits: 4
This course will concern itself with the issues of sun, light and air as well as the climatic conditions of a
buildings in- and outside. The student is taught how to form a sustainable design underlining the landscape,
the site and the client’s demands. Furthermore the student will be able to understand the complexity of
sustainability issues and how to integrate these in his or her planning process. Within this approach the
class is able to take other buildings and projects into consideration and learn from these. The students will
study the energetic assessments of buildings and the three columns of sustainability, which is very
important in order to understand the buildings use of energy and the cycle it is moving in. To underline the
finding’s the class is asked to research environmental buildings in shanghai in order analyze the
environmental specifications of the buildings and how to improve them. The main aim of the course being
to learn the complexity of sustainability issues and how to integrate them into the planning procedure.
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Green buildings – history and future:
Credits: 4
The objective of the course is for the students to learn and understand the advantages of greenery and its
technical requirements as well as the methods of calculations for the water basin and the piping necessary
for the greenery. These objectives will be fulfilled by teaching the students why we need green buildings
and its advantages. However there are different approaches of green roofs and walls, which will be
explained. Before starting a practical approach, the lectures will include the importance of water, light,
fertilizer and the demand of greenery. After completing the course, students will be able to calculate the
cooling capacity thru evapotranspiration of the plans and the ability to calculate dimensions of the water
tank which has to be used for the plants. Nevertheless the student will have to take external factors such as
the different climate and weather effects into the planning process. Furthermore the student is asked to
learn presented technical requirements of installing greenery. The lecturer will present samples of buildings
in China and around the world in order to underline the issues taught and to improve understanding.

Energy saving design:
Credits: 6
The goal of this course is for the students to learn and use alternatives about the facades and the roof
regarding energy concepts, different forms, functions and solutions. The course will advance with the study
of the three columns of sustainability and the qualification of major building exterior parts and their
physical requirements. The students are asked to keep their approach to planning and sketching as simple
as possible in order to highlight concepts used and to avoid confusion later within the design. The student
will be presented with the technical basics to understand energetically concepts as well as environmental
concepts, energy concepts, project requirements and budgeting. Furthermore the area of construction is
varying from every project to another and so do climate zones, the student will learn how to cope with
these changes in order to build an awareness and knowledge on what to consider in which zone.

Construction and installation of technological advancements:
Credits: 4
Within this course, the student will learn alternatives to the known energy systems such as active and
passive systems. Furthermore the integration of heating, ventilation, and cooling, sweet and black water
systems into a buildings construction will be lectured. Moreover the student will be taught how to integrate
green roofs and walls within a design approach in the best possible manner. Before finishing the course with
the topic of exterior greenery and methods of energy saving, the professor will discuss the regulations of
international law and how to work with these. The last topic may be the most important one as well, as it
concerns itself with the international law of greenery and energy saving. The student are asked to give a
power point presentation on the subject’s content.
Design class D:

Credits: 6
The student is asked to illustrate learned topics and knowledge and to use this in order to form a design
under environmental aspects. The written exercise has to be a concept or design developed for a low
energy house, which is using a passive system. Furthermore the house has to be an energy plus house, with
a greenhouse exterior. The details of the green facades and roofs have to be handed in on a scale of 1:100,
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1:50, 1:20, and 1:10 including the storm water drainage system used in the project. The student has to
finalize the project with a list of materials used and by showing which specifications have been applied
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3 Year , Semester 5
Future cities:
Credits: 4

The student is asked to look at mega cities and the latest solution ideas in order to identify a trend and
imagine what future cities might look like and what kind of demand is increasing, especially when looking at
the purpose of a building since there is a shift in the market already, which will arguably increase within the
future. The student will learn how to research future population growth and the demand regarding growing
wealth, establishing a new customer group which wants a segmented clear market to fit their needs. The
lecturer will explain the idea and methods of urban farming and other energy and water concepts. The
student is advised to think about every aspect in the future, how these may change and how this affects the
work of an architect and the market of operation. Topics may include; traffic concepts, new materials and
futuristic city structures. The content will lead the student to learn about the growing demand in city spaces
and latest solutions in using these as efficient as possible. Furthermore the student is asked how he would
explore new demands and to develop solutions in order to keep the planning process and company as
flexible as possible. The lecturer will complete this class by discussing student’s ideas about building in the
future.

Building a model of iconic architecture:
Credits: 4

The design approach has to include a few guidelines, the most important one being, that an individual
design should be able to represent a whole city on a map while taking human, ecological and ethical factors
into consideration. Furthermore the building has to be able to satisfy the urban environment with its
demands such as mobility issues, economical factors, socio-cultural aspects and the resources of the
infrastructure are just a few, to name an example. Moreover questions like; are completely self-containing
units possible In the future, will be asked and evaluated in the group. Nevertheless, the students are asked
to know and list methods instruments and processing of environment friendly urban planning while
supporting the introduction of the green density factor and the green cooling factor. The fire protection and
maintenance of a mega building is discussed as well, especially when looking at rather economical solutions
that fit its purpose. The students are asked to evaluate human ecological and ethical requirements today
and in the future for a harmonious and peaceful living concept. The objective of the course are to develop
the ability to learn to predict future demands and trends amongst the class.

Integrate concepts of infrastructure:
Credits: 5
The student is asked to follow a methodical, conceptional and constructive discussion in order to assess
future challenges with regards to ecological solutions in urban planning in the future. Furthermore the
lecturer will attend to the issue of resource management including a no waste concept and live cycle
aspects ranging from consuming to producing building units. The course is continuing by presenting integral
concepts of infrastructure for the city as well as for the city’s outskirts and farmland. The possibility of the
re-installment of beautiful habitats in cities by producing living spaces for humans, plants, animals and the
city to power the urban environment. Clean air and water are just a few objectives of sustainable
architecture which can be fulfilled trough waste management and landscape architecture. The students’
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goal should be to learn the skill to tailor fit first a concept and then a design to a certain infrastructure while
producing flexible design solutions.

Advanced aspects of green facades and roofs:
Credits: 5

One aspect of environmental architecture using green roofs and facades is to enlarge the green areas on a
building as much as possible while staying consistent with a design idea. The students will learn about the
GDF (green density factor), the green cooling factor (GCF) and the calculation of the cooling capacity in
Kw/h that will be released in a cities micro climate by vapor evaporation of exterior greenery. Furthermore
the students will learn to apply the knowledge of advantages of sustainable architecture, green facades and
roofs in the short- mid- and long-run. The lecturer will issue exercises in which the detailing of green walls
for low and high rise buildings, low and high budget, low and high tech will be explained and practiced.
Having finished this topic, the student is then asked to green his or her “iconic architecture project” while
showing the plant support and maintenance needed. Within this course the student will be able to learn;
how to use the correct system for the project at hand, the maintenance and support plants need in order to
function properly, learn to detail a greenery system according to the ramifications of a technical correct
roof and facade system and finally the calculation of the green density factor.

Design class 5:
Credits: 6
The students are asked to produce a design of an iconic tower that is able to give the city it is built in,
international attention. Furthermore, the design has to include aspects of sustainable and environmental
architecture such as rainwater concepts and use, the waste reduction of energy and heating and cooling
techniques. Moreover your project has to show how it would help the local public support systems by
relieving it, maybe even increase its capacities. In order to finish the project, the student is asked to present
his work to address people’s needs and hopes for a wonderful future, rather than showing technical and
design features. Furthermore, the presentation has to be held in front of a group of non-architects and
engineers in a way that they are able to understand the concept and want to move forward with the
construction right away, schooling the student’s ability to develop an extraordinary and distinguished
building design.
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3 Year, Semester 6
Career opportunities:
Credits: 2

When entering semester six, the student is expected to finish the course, therefore future career options for
the students have to be discussed. Starting the issue with the lecturer presenting the possible fields of
operations for an architect. The students could work as; designers, developers, brokers, engineers,
politicians, landscape architects, managers and such. The student is asked to review his career options and
review these with the lecturer if help is needed, furthermore the students have to segment themselves,
choosing a specific field of interest. The lecturer will find time to introduce an individual profile of every
student in order to make the decision making process rather efficient and easier for the student. The course
will be finished off, by a career planning exercise in which the student is asked to develop a plan for the next
2, 5, 10 years and how he or she is thinking to fulfill these.

General design principles:
Credits: 4

Within the topic the student is faced with the study of Beauty. What do humans identify as beautiful? The
lecturer will give samples of human beauty, beauty in architecture and town planning. Leonardo Da Vinci
and Michelangelo will be studied including their sculptures and designs. The students have to identify the
golden ration / golden cut. The course included a practical approach as well, in which the student has to
redesign the first semester project under the adoption of the golden cut role, then the class has to take a
random building out of the neighborhood and apply the concept of the golden cut. If possible the course
will be finished with a field trip to Italy to visit the master pieces and sketch them live. The student will
complete this course with the ability to identify laws and rules of beauty, he will learn to apply these laws to
the planning process and beauty itself. Furthermore he or she will be able to apply these concepts in order
to redesign existing structures.

The three belts of building facades and roofs:
Credits: 6

The three belts are considered to be the foundation of every building, especially when it comes to the
purpose of a building, these three “belts” have an extraordinary relevance in every building no matter what.
The building has to withstand the exterior climate and natural conditions for years and decades, which is
why careful detailing within the planning process is required. The three belts are; air tight, water tight and
wind tight. If applied correctly the owner of the building is able to save energy and costs through regulating
the indoor climate when having a green facade. Included in this course are also shading systems, beautiful
appearance, low maintenance costs and the greenery on the outside. The student is asked to learn about
these factors and include them in the individual project, in order to be able to approach these issues with a
detailed knowledge of wind, water and energy with regards to the tight building elevation, within their
professional lives.
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Integration of technical systems:
Credits: 6

The student has to be able to integrate following systems in the project at hand, this includes; Storm water
usage, black water, heating pipes, air conditioning, electrical hardware, security systems and such. Of course
these change in importance from an environment to another. Throughout the course the students will learn
to understand the complexity of the systems presented, furthermore they will be able to identify typical
problem sections (crossing) while learning how to integrate them without visitors seeing, hearing or
smelling them.

Design class 6:
Credits: 6

Within the Design class for this year the students are asked to enhance the design completed in semester
five and produce a construction design including a five story parking structure under the earth, a traffic
system for humans and materials and a fire protection system. The building has to have two stories, one
filled with apartments and the other ones with office facilities, both have to be fully accessible for elderly
and disabled members of society. A blow up section of the curtain and the roof has to be included as well.
The exercise and course will be completed by presenting the individual approaches and design of this
project. The students have to learn to complete a beautiful design into a build-able building design, which is
sustainable and produces low maintenance costs.
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4 Year, Semester 7
Cities History and future:
Credits: 6

Within this course the student will be taught the basics of social structures which includes the general
human requirements for a healthy and peaceful lifestyle. The class is asked to study and apply these
principles to small towns, large towns and mega cities. The opportunity to further widen this list by adding
environmental issues and research as well as other planning parameters is given after the first task has been
completed. Following this theoretic approach, the student is asked to formulate a functional model of an
urban environment (mobility, ecological aspects and infrastructure) while using learned knowledge of
environmental guided principles. The course will be finished by revisiting the topics, urban planning,
infrastructure, developed landscape and cultural relevant areas. The class has to present the learned skill of
analyzing urban developments and the planning process including ecological advancement and such in
order to develop a personal view for the future city concerning itself with sustainability and efficiency in the
same way.

Town planning theory:
Credits: 6

The lectures will present methods, instruments and procedures of environmental urban development, and a
check list for environmental urban development by using examples. Benchmarks using an integrated
ecological concept of infrastructure will be shown by building a model. The student has to be able to
identify indicators of environmental friendly planning and construction in an urban environment.
Furthermore a check list of legal requirements and regulations will be handed out, and has to be learned in
order to create knowledge vital to the professional career of the individual.
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City Eco design:
Credits: 8

After having studied buildings and such, the student will learn how to establish a concept of landscape and
city planning while considering environmental factors and the methods of sustainable architecture. The
student has to think and know about various traffic systems, material flows, modern housing and
apartments, sun, wind and shading, the planning of public areas and places to rest. The students learn how
to develop a concept of environmental friendly urban development, also called town planning. Within this
concept the class will be shown how to manage water, human traffic, material flows in order to efficiently
architecture landscapes.

Individual career consulting:
Credits: 2
The student is given the opportunity to evaluate his strength, weaknesses, opportunities and possible
threats in his ongoing career as a professional. The Teacher will evaluate these characteristics, showing a
different point of view and assisting in the decision making process. Furthermore the students will be
analyzed according to SWOT (strength, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) to give a more detailed
assessment of the student and his or her capabilities and interests. Moreover, the student is asked to form
professional objectives in the future for 2, 5 and ten years from now.
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Strategic preparation of bachelor thesis:
Credits: 2
The student has almost reached the end of the course, and is now able to choose the topic of the bachelor
thesis, starting with the wished content. Then an individual focus has to be found when looking at the
students BA project. Furthermore research methods have to be identified and the workload has to be
calculated in order to finish before the deadline to be able to apply changes and corrections one time. The
lecturer will expect that the students are able to self-schedule themselves. The student will lean how to
focus on some environmental issues of his BA project, and establish a time-line on a project (Bachelor
thesis) after choosing the topic. Furthermore a structure will be implemented in order to individually stay
time sensitive. The student will learn to organize himself and his personal live in order to have a very good
time budget to receive excellent results.
4 Year, Semester 8

Finding bachelor project:
Credits: 4
The main objective of this course is to find a project which can be used in the thesis. The topic of the thesis
shall be arrangement with the approval of the professor. The thesis may include contents from semester 2-6
while using knowledge from semester 7 in combination. The thesis has to include a complete illustration
(design) which has to include an analysis of the regional urban surroundings and how the students plans
would fit and which purpose it serves. The project has to be evaluable trough legal structures and special
circumstances in the urban environment it is built in. The student may choose between an urban
development and the planning of a building while using learned concepts, techniques and knowledge.

Strategic design phase:
Credits: 6
The student may choose from previous lectured environmental issues to use in his thesis, in order to set an
environment in which his building or city is developed. The environmental issues which have to be included
in the thesis are energy systems, its use and purpose, water treatment and landscape analysis as well as
exterior and interior green designs. The students have to be able to include and explain CBM, SGMnet and
Gross. Furthermore a balance sheet arguing the economical use and the return on investment and costs
analysis on the buildings life cycle have to be included.

Schematic design:
Credits: 6
The student may start with the schematic design of the project work chosen, starting with the buildings
outline and the elevations and sections. Furthermore the structural framework may be finished, followed by
a calculation of floor areas, CBM, GDF, GCF, energy and water demands. The progress made on the thesis
has to be presented to the lecture from time to time in order to show progress and acquire help by the
lecturer if needed. Within the presentation first designs and the overall approach to the thesis have to be
shown as well as the selection of technical systems and many other details.
Within this section the student is asked to finalize the design and to start detailing building party such as
green roofs, walls and facades while making a final material list. Present the building in the neighborhood
and explain why it would fit a purpose in its environment and is demand is consistent with the project idea.
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The student may start preparing first renderings and all calculations to the final design scheme. The
progress made in this section has to be presented to the lecturer as well in order to show progress and
apply changes if required. By completing this topic the student is showing the ability to create a complex
design project, to make a choice and a priority list, in order to finish with a strategic planning guide line.

Details - optional:
Credits: 0
Finalizing the design on a high level of detailing and specialization with focus on single issues such as
Facades, Roofs, piping system in coordination with the structure, interior design work, landscape design,
traffic concepts etc. Becoming a specialist on single topics

Presentation of thesis:
Credits: 8
The student has to hand in the thesis and present their concepts to the board of correction.
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Curriculum Outline
Semester 1: Fundamentals A
FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Fundamentals A

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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What rooms, spaces and buildings needs
a human being?
How do I want to live?
Spaces and Places for human scale
Building and Landscape

12.Learning content




Evolution of living in an urban
environment
how we live in the future
Sustainability today and in the future

13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s):……………..
To have attended module (s):……………..
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods

Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects

18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

st

Module during 1 semester
nd

Module during 2 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 1: Basics in Architectural Heritage

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Basics in Architectural Heritage

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language

English
Cantonese
Mandarin

10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Ancient architecture in china
Ancient architecture around the world
in different climate and cultures
the appliance of learned topics in the
modern world
study materials constructions, roof
shapes, passive solar systems for
heating and cooling
the understanding heritage looking at
buildings environment and the issue of
monument protection

12.Learning content



the skill to identify links between
architectural, philosophical and political
streams and the cultural evolution of
other creative disciplines





Knowledge of the cultural and fine arts
historical advancements in architecture
connection between studies made by
historians
mistakes made and how to avoid them



13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites

No precondition
To have validated module (s):……………..
To have attended module (s):……………..

15.Modul level

Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module

16.Modul type

Mandatory module
Elective module
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles

17.Instructions and learning methods

18.Course material and required reading

19.Temporal organization

st

Module during 1 semester
nd

Module during 2 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 1: No Tech Architecture

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
No Tech Architecture

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language

English
Cantonese
Mandarin

10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals








12.Learning content
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Natural materials,
constructions easy to build up
simple solutions for different weather
and climate zones
Feng Shui – harmony for buildings
Natural lighting
Appliance of theoretic knowledge
concerning illustration and possible
methods
the skill to understand simple designs

-

and their content of natural systems and
cultures
Know about Designs made before the
technical revolution

13.Evaluation mode
Design, sketch and model a project
15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites

No precondition
To have validated module (s):……………..
To have attended module (s):……………..

15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods

18.Course material and required reading
19.Temporal organization

Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
st

Module during 1 semester
nd

Module during 2 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 1: Architecture and Environment

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

5.Level of education

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Architecture and Environment A

Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies

6.Number of credits
6

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
7,5 Hours :
1,5 Hours: self-study and reading
2 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language

English
Cantonese
Mandarin

10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals

12.Learning content
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- Introduction of a new professional field of
architecture
- Learn basics about buildings and cities
regarding landscape and environments
- understand the influence of human input into
landscape
- See different approaches for modern
architecture
- Learn about the different instruments to scale
and calculate human influence
- Architectural Examples




Understand ecosystems
Knowledge of social and human studies
Knowledge of environmental science
Knowledge of technological
advancement

13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites

No precondition
To have validated module (s):……………..
To have attended module (s):……………..

15.Modul level
Basic Module
In-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Modul type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

st

Module during 1 semester
nd

Module during 2 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 1: Design Class A

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment Part A
Design Class A

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
6

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
7,5 Hours :
1,5 Hours: self-study and reading
2 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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The ability to design a family house
inhabiting; 2 adults, 1 child and 1
disabled grandparent
20 sqm2 per person, suppliers of
materials must be in a 50 Km radius, low
energy and water consumption, no
public sewage available
Material list - basic specifications
Draw floor plans, sections elevations
Calculate floor areas, CBM


12.Learning content






Make technical design for low energy,
low water consumption etc.
How to design a building
Learn about special needs of disabled
and elderlies
How to set up specifications
Necessary technical supports for
heating/cooling tec.

13.Evaluation mode
Drawings, specifications, details, modeling and
the presentation of the design
14.Prerequisites

No precondition
To have validated module (s): ………………………
To have attended module (s): ……………………….

15.Module level
Basic Module
In-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

st

Module during 1 semester
nd

Module during 2 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 2: Fundamentals Part B

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Fundamentals Part B

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4

7.Attendance
Mandatory
8.Workload per week
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Analyses and development of concepts
of complex buildings
environmental aspects for construction
Understand the difference of new
building deigns and restructuring
How to start analyses and construction
of ecological buildings
Boundary conditions for holistic building
designs
Analyses of examples
Different functions in the same buildings






12.Learning content




-

-

Learn about fire protections, structures,
access systems
Multipurpose buildings
Public support systems for water,
energy, traffic, waste etc.
The building from the view of a
developer, the user, the architect, the
provider of water and energy systems
The city code department
Learn to understand the structure
complex designs
Understand each building as part of the
city and the neighborhood
Learn to basically organize the design
approach
Learn to understand the different view
of different human groups about a
building
Learn to make a preference list for a
building project out of all choices

13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1
To have attended module (s):……………..
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

st

Module during 1 semester
nd

Module during 2 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 2: How to Start and Organize an Architectural and Environmental Design Project

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
How to Start and Organize an Architectural and
Environmental Design Project

4.Module code

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
2

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
2,5 Hours :
0,5 Hours: self-study and reading
0,5 Hours: Guided self-study
1 Hours: Class attendance
0,5 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Methods, instruments and procedures
of a holistic building design
Create ideas and goals for individual
project development from the first
scratch till completion
Work out alternative and evaluate those
Analyses and development of concepts
for complex buildings






12.Learning content



-

look into environmental aspects for
construction
Understand the difference of new
building deigns and restructuring
Boundary conditions for holistic building
designs
Analyses of user groups (elderly,
shoppers, business people etc.)
Learn to understand the structure of
complex design work and their step by
step approach
Learn to basically organize the design
approach into modules
Learn to integrate other specialist into
the design progress
Learn to make an overall schedule for
the different design phases.

13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites

No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1
To have attended module (s):……………..

15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
st

Module during 1 semester
nd

Module during 2 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 2: Strategic Design

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Strategic Design

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4
7.Attendance
Mandatory
8.Workload per week
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Learn as a first step to make a list of top
priority issues to your individual design
concept regarding:
City coding, technical requirements
ecological issues, public support systems
available, traffic systems, climate and
weather conditions, the surrounding,
the budget etc.
understanding methods of strategic
design
alternative strategic decision making in



order to form the optimal design
solutions for your clients
Research of the projects environment

12.Learning content





Learn to structure and discipline
yourself
Learn to make decision due to a priority
list
Learn planning the planning I form of
timetables and task lists
Learn to discuss alternatives

13.Evaluation mode
Sketch a building and set up an environmental
strategic design concept. For 4 hours (written
examination)
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1
To have attended module (s):……………..
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
st

Module during 1 semester
nd

Module during 2 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 2: Landscape and Site Analysis

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Landscape and Site Analysis

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Analyze each individual Sites regarding
of environmental, ecological, human
and building aspects under
consideration of climate, weather
(rain/wind/seasons), geology, traffic and
public support systems, ecological value,
city coding neighborhoods etc.



Being able to conduct a full research

while staying cost effective
12.Learning content





Research basics, learn the first steps of
evaluating a construction site
Understand individual conditions
Evaluate research
Find economical solutions to individual
conditions, discuss alternatives
Learn how to form a sustainable design
underlining the landscape conditions

13.Evaluation mode
Outline Site analyses as part of your project
design in a 15 minute presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1
To have attended module (s):……………..
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
st

Module during 1 semester
nd

Module during 2 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 2: Design Class B

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Design Class B

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
Mandatory

7.Attendance
6

8.Workload per week
7,5 Hours :
1,5 Hours: self-study and reading
1,5 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals

- Design an 6 story apartment building
5 Stories with about 15 apartments mixed for
singles, 2 people families and 4 people families.
One Floor completely designed for wheelchair
support
Ground floor: Day care center, small shops
Basement Parking for 25 cars, 25 bikes, garbage,
technic,
Specifications:
- Outline different heating/cooling
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12.Learning content

systems
- Different green roofs and walls
- Water safe systems
- Garbage separations system
Calculations:
- Basic floor area calculations
- Building material list and cost estimate
Drawings: All floors, elevations, 2 sections
details of the green system and the roof, façade
in 1:50, 1:20, 1:10, 1:1
 How to start a mixed purpose building
design
 Work up different alternatives
 Produce design and working drawings
 Learn first steps into detailing roof and
facade
 Learn basic floor space and cost
calculations

13.Evaluation mode
Drawings, specifications used, details in
modeling, and the presentation of the design
14.Prerequisites

No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1
To have attended module (s):……………..

15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods

Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects

18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

st

Module during 1 semester
nd

Module during 2 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 3: Fundamentals C

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Fundamentals C

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals





Water circles and nutrient circles
Ecosystems and sustainable design of
energy, water, material circles
Public systems for water etc. which
connect the building and the public
systems

12.Learning content
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Explanation of sustainable water and





nutrient circles
Understanding how these systems can
be supported in individual designs
Learn about public/project systems and
how to connect a building into the
public systems
Learn about the possibilities to support
the natural circles and use public
systems as well

13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2
To have attended module (s): 1,2
15.Modul level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Modul type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods

Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects

18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

st

Module during 1 semester
nd

Module during 2 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 3: Water

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Water

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4
7.Attendance
Mandatory
8.Workload per week
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language

10.Main focus of learning outcomes

11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals

English
Cantonese
Mandarin
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
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Composition and characters (masses and
content) of different water flows
Rainwater, grey water, brown water,
black water, yellow water, sweet water
Water management in – and outside of
the building
Methods and techniques for treatment
of different types of water under
environmental aspects
Different water recovery systems
Water saving systems and the need to
safe water




Installations and techniques of sanitary
facilities
Horizontal and vertical water piping in
and outside the building

12.Learning content








Learn about processing and treatment
procedures
Learn to design the water piping inside
and outside the building and a basic
calculation of the pipe dimension
Learn to safe water
Learn to treat rain water on the projects
Learn about recovery systems and their
use / effects
Learn that water is one of our major
resources on earth and to use it with
respect

13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2
To have attended module (s): 1,2
15.Modul level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Modul type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
rd

Module during 3 semester
th

Module during 4 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 3: Parts of a Building

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Parts of a Building

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4
7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals

12.Learning content
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Major building parts
Facades
roofs
windows
stairs
technical equipment
exterior and interior green plants
Learn about the variety of alternatives
available, different types of methods






while looking at different parts of the
building
Learn to make a selection
Learn about the costs of different
solutions
Learn to assemble and to detail the
building components
how to avoid problems in the process,
the budget

13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2
To have attended module (s): 1,2
15.Modul level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Modul type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

rd

Module during 3 semester
th

Module during 4 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 3: Planning Phases

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Planning Phase

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
6

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
7,5 Hours :
1,5 Hours: self-study and reading
1,5 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Strategic planning phase
Schematic design
Design and technical and legal
requirements
Detailing your design and integrate
knowledge of other involved engineers
and planners
Specifications
Budgeting




Time scheduling
Supervision on the construction site



Learn to organize the planning process
in different steps
Learn about other engineers and their
part in the design process
Learn to focus in each phase on to the
relevant issues
Learn to guide a team of specialists
Learn to give your client the feedback he
needs, rather what you think is
necessary
Learn to focus on time and money
budgets

12.Learning content






13.Evaluation mode

15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2
To have attended module (s): 1,2
15.Modul level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Modul type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

rd

Module during 3 semester
th

Module during 4 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 3: Design Class C
FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Design Class C

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
6
7.Attendance
Mandatory
8.Workload
7,5 Hours :
1,5 Hours: self-study and reading
1,5 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Schematic design multipurpose facility
with parking in the basement, 2 level of
shopping, 10 stories office buildings
Schematic design the concrete
structure, water, heating and cooling
piping in and outside the building
Schematic design of building parts
Show alternatives regarding :
low energy house
passive house
energy plus house
green house exterior
Detail green facades and roofs
Make a schedule for all planners on the
project for the entire projects phase



Make a presentation of your work for
the developer



Learn to handle multi purposes usage in
one building
Learn about complex technical
equipment and how to guide the pipe
systems according to your structure
Learn to understand different
alternatives of building standards, and
learn to make a choice
Understand the team approach of all
planers
Learn to give your client relevant
information
Learn to schedule timeframes, and
budgets

12.Learning content







13.Evaluation mode
Project design including a set of Drawings,
specifications, modeling, timetables, details and
the presentation of the design
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2
To have attended module (s): 1,2
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
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Module during 3rd semester
Module during 4th semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester

Semester 4: Fundamentals D

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Fundamentals D

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language

English
Cantonese
Mandarin

10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Energetic assessments of buildings
The three columns of sustainability
Sun, light, air
Climate of the building – inside and
outside
Samples of different buildings focusing
on different environmental issues
Research environmental buildings in
shanghai and analyse what makes this
building environmental,- and what can
be better

12.Learning content




How to form a sustainable design
underlining the landscape, the site and
the developers demands
Learn from other buildings and projects
Learn to understand the complexity of
sustainability issues and how to
integrate these into the panning
procedure

13.Evaluation mode
PowerPoint presentation on content and
illustrations produced
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
rd

Module during 3 semester
th

Module during 4 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 4: Green Buildings – History and Future

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Green buildings – History and Future

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language

English
Cantonese
Mandarin

10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Why do we green buildings from the
exterior, what are the advantages
Different green roofs
Different green for walls
Water, light, fertiliser demand of the
greenery
Calculate the cooling capacity thru
evapotranspiration of the plants
Calculate the dimensions of the water
tank for the plants




Different climate and weather effect the
planning
Samples of buildings in china and
around the world

12.Learning content





Research basics
Learn about the advantages of greenery
Learn about the technical requirements
to install greenery
Learn about the calculation methods for
the water basin and the piping for the
greenery

13.Evaluation mode
PowerPoint presentation on content and
illustrations produced, sketch of green wall
system
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
rd

Module during 3 semester
th

Module during 4 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 4: Energy Saving Designs

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment Part A
Energy Saving Designs

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
6
7.Attendance
Mandatory
8.Workload per week
7,5 Hours :
1,5 Hours: self-study and reading
1,5 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
2 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Technical basics to understand
energetically concepts
Environmental concepts as well as
energy concepts, project requirements
and budgets
The building in different climate zones
day and year based requirements
Healthy conditions regarding sun, light,
air, heating,- cooling
The curtain wall of a building – function,
dimensioning, detailing




12.Learning content









The three belts of a façade: Water tight,
wind tight, energy tight
The roof, different forms, functions and
solutions
Learn alternatives about
the Facades and the roof regarding
different energy concepts
study different forms, functions and
solutions
Learn about the three columns of
sustainability
Learn to qualify the major building
exterior parts, and about their physical
requirements
Learn to design and detail the parts in
order to avoid mistakes
Learn to keep it simple

13.Evaluation mode
PowerPoint presentation on content and
illustrations produced
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
rd

Module during 3 semester
th

Module during 4 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 4: Construction and Installation of Technological Advancements

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Construction and Installation of Technological
Advancements

4.Module code

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
12.Learning content
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Energy systems alternatives (active and
passive systems)
Integration of
heating/ventilation/cooling/sweet and
backwater systems into the building
construction





integration of green roofs and walls
Energy saving - international law
Exterior greenery – international law

-

PowerPoint presentation on content,
design one major support system of a
building on the base of the design from
semester 3

13.Evaluation mode

14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3

15.Module level

Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module

16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
rd

Module during 3 semester
th

Module during 4 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 4: Design Class D

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Design Class D

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
6

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
7,5 Hours :
1,5 Hours: self-study and reading
1,5 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language

English
Cantonese
Mandarin

10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
12.Learning content



Illustration of learned content, form a
design under environmental aspects

Design phase of the project from semester 3
using following guidelines:
 low energy house
 passive house
 energy plus house
 green house exterior
 Detail green facades and roofs on a scale
103




of 1:100, 1:50, 1:20, 1;10, 1:1 including
the storm water drainage of the building
Specification
Material list

13.Evaluation mode
Drawings, specifications used, details in
modeling, and the presentation of the design
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

rd

Module during 3 semester
th

Module during 4 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 5: Future Cities

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Future Cities

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4
7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Future Cities – mega cities – trends, latest
solutions ideas
Research future population growth
Research demands regarding growing
wealth
Urban farming
Energy and water concepts
Traffic concepts
New materials

12.Learning content



Futuristic city structures





Learn about the demand of city spaces
latest solutions
learn to explore new demands and how
to react individually
students ideas


13.Evaluation mode

15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4
15.Modul level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Modul type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

th

Module during 5 semester
th

Module during 6 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 5: Building a Model of Iconic Architecture

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Building a Model of Iconic Architecture

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Iconic Towers – individual design that
put a city on the map
Human ecological and human ethical
basis
Functional aspects in the urban
space(mobility, economy, social culture,
infrastructures
Are completely self-containing units
possible In the future?






methods instruments and processing of
environments friendly urban planning
support introducing the Green density
factor and the green cooling factor
Fire protection of a mega building
Maintenance of buildings under
economic aspects

12.Learning content




Human ecological and human ethical
requirements today and in future for
peaceful living
How to design a model of a Model of an
iconic building
Learn to think into the future project
demands as well as city demands

13.Evaluation mode
Model made from paper, 3 d animation of the
model, presentation boards of the building and
the environmental concept, 15 minutes
presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4
15.Modul level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Modul type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

th

Module during 5 semester
th

Module during 6 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 5: Integral Concept of Infrastructure

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Integral Concept of Infrastructure

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
5
7.Attendance
Mandatory
8.Workload per week
6,25 Hours :
1,25 Hours: self-study and reading
1,25 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Methodical, conceptional and
constructively discussion and
assessment of urban planning
considering ecological future challenges
No waste concepts – from cradle to
cradle
LiveCycle aspects from consuming to
producing building units
Project work – urban ecological design
Research best practice
Integral concepts of infrastructure –









from quartier to new sustainable city –
hinterland concepts
Re - instalment from beautiful habitats
in cities by producing living spaces for
humans, plants, animals together, the
city as an power environmental quarter
Clean air, clean water in the future city
thru water management and landscape
architecture
how to analyze the infrastructural ,
integral concepts of infrastructure
the skill to tailor fit first a concept and
then a design to a certain infrastructure
produce flexible design solutions

12.Learning content





project work, urban ecological design
today and tomorrow
learn that every think is possible in the
future regarding human knowledge and
wisdom from the past, today and our
visions
Learn to address the goals from todays a
quarter to new sustainable future city
concepts

13.Evaluation mode
Research national and international samples and
15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4
15.Modul level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Modul type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

th

Module during 5 semester
th

Module during 6 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 5: Advanced Technical and Design Concepts of Green Facades and Roofs

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module

Architecture
Architecture and Environment Part A
Advanced Technical and Design Concepts of
Green Facades and Roofs

4.Module code

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
5
7.Attendance
Mandatory
8.Workload per week
6,25 Hours :
1,25 Hours: self-study and reading
1,25 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Enlarge the exterior green surfaces of a
building
CDF – Green density factors
Identify chances of greenery for existing
and new buildings
GCF – Green cooling factor
calculate the cooling capacity in Kw/h
that will be released in a cities micro
climate by vapor evaporation of exterior
greenery







12.Learning content






The knowledge of the advantages of
sustainable architecture, green facades
and roofing, in the short /mid and long
run
Detail green walls for low and high-rise
building, low and high budget, low and
high tech
Samples Green and sustainable
architecture from today
Green your iconic tower, demonstrate
the plant support and maintenance
Learn to select the correct system for
the demand
Learn to maintain and support plants
Learn to detail a greenery system
according of the demands of a technical
correct roof and façade system
Learn to calculate the Green density
factor and the green cooling factor

13.Evaluation mode
Research and Detail Drawings in different scales
and 15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

th

Module during 5 semester
th

Module during 6 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 5: Design class 5

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Design Class 5

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
6

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
7,5 Hours :
1,5 Hours: self-study and reading
1,5 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language

English
Cantonese
Mandarin

10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Design an Iconic tower that will give an
unknown city international attention
Design an environmental concept
including Rainwater, black water, energy,
waste, heating + cooling etc.
Show that your concept will have a
significant reduction of public support
systems
Prepare an excellent presentation that



addresses to people’s needs and hopes
for a wonderful future, rather than
showing technical and design details
Present your design to a group of nonarchitects and engineers in a way that
the understand your concept and that
they want to move into your project
right away

12.Learning content


13.Evaluation mode

The ability to design extraordinary
buildings
 Learn to write environmental concepts
 Learn to understand what the people
want
 practice and improvement of
presentation skills
Four hours of sketching, and presentation
(written examination)

14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4
15.Modul level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Modul type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

th

Module during 5 semester
th

Module during 6 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 6: Career Opportunities

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Career Opportunities

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
2

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
2,5 Hours :
0,5 Hours: self-study and reading
0,5 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language

English
Cantonese
Mandarin

10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Identify the career segments of
architects:
- Designers
- Developers
- Broker
- Engineer
- Politian
- Journalist
- Landscaper
- Manager
- Banker

sustainable

-

-

Administrator
Individual profiling of the student
Giving the student a clear outlook into
the possibilities of their studies in a
professional environment after
graduating.
Career planning, finding support, finding
the right firm

12.Learning content
-

-

Main objective for the student is to
determine which segment to choose
and how to start their career in the field
of choice.
Learn about the segments of
architecture and this profession:
Learn to plan your career from today on
5 years

13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4,5
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4,5
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

th

Module during 5 semester
th

Module during 6 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 6: General Design Principals

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
General Design Principals

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language

English
Cantonese
Mandarin

10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals

-
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What do humans identify as beautiful
Samples of human beauty and beauty in
architecture
Beauty in town planning
Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo :
study their design and there sculpture
Identify the golden ratio / golden cut
Redesign your first semester project
under the adoption of the golden cut
rule
Take any building in the neighborhood

-

and apply the golden cut
If possible prepare a field trip to Italy to
visit the master pieces and sketch them

12.Learning content
-

Learn to Identify what is beautiful
Learn the laws and rules of beauty
Learn to design your projects on this
laws
Learn to redesign existing structures into
this design frame

13.Evaluation mode
Sketches, 15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4,5
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4,5
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

th

Module during 5 semester
th

Module during 6 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 6: the “three belts” when Building Facades and Roofs
FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
The “three belts” when Building Facades and
Roofs

4.Module code

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
6

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
7,5Hours :
1,5 Hours: self-study and reading
2 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills

11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Roofs and facades are standing in the exterior
climate for years and decades, extremely careful
detailing is required.
- Safe energy and create an indoor climate
with an façade
 Air tight
 Water tight
 Wind tight

12.Learning content





-

Shading systems
Greenery on the outside
Beautiful appearance
Low maintenance cost
Samples of mistakes and excellence




Learn to think on a long time range
Learn to detail a wind, water and energy
tight building elevation
Learn economical maintenance
procedures



13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation on curtain wall systems,
Detail a wind, water and energy tight curtain
wall section from roof top to bottom from 1 :
100 to 1:1 scale
14.Prerequisites

No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4,5
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4,5

15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

Module during 5th semester
th

Module during 6 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 6: Integration of Technical Systems
FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Integration of Technical Systems

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
6

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
7,5 Hours :
2 Hours: self-study and reading
1,5 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Integration of following systems into a project:
 Storm water usage
 Black water
 Heating pipes
 Air conditioning
 Electrical hardware
 Directing chutes through the building
 Fire protection systems
 Elevator services
 Human traffic orientation systems
 Security systems




Estimate the needs horizontal/vertical
piping
Identify the points from inner to outer
systems, and from project to public
points

12.Learning content
-

Learn to understand the complexity of
this systems
Learn to identify typical problem
sections (crossing)
learn to integrate this systems in a way
that visitors do not see, hear and smell
them

13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation on different systems,
any former project design showing technical
systems on plan/section/elevation, rooftop,
landscape
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4,5
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4,5
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

th

Module during 5 semester
th

Module during 6 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 6: Design Class 6

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Design Class 6

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
6

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
7,5 Hours :
2 Hours: self-study and reading
1,5 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Follow up your design from semester 5
- focus on:
construction design, 5 stories of parking
under the landscape, human and
material traffic system, fire protection
systems, make 2 stories (1 office, 1 x
apartments) completely accessible for
disables wheelchairs and elderly
design technical facilities in a way that





they do not affect the beauty of the
design
make a blow up section of the curtain
wall and the roof
design an excellent presentation
Present to class

12.Learning content


13.Evaluation mode

Learn to compete a beautiful design
solution into a buildable building design
that is sustainable with low
maintenance requirements
Four hours of sketching, and presentation
(written examination)

14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4,5
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4,5
15.Modul level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Modul type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

th

Module during 5 semester
th

Module during 6 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 7: The History and the Future of Cities

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
The History and Future of Cities

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
6

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
7,5 Hours :
1,5 Hours: self-study and reading
2 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1,5 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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basics of social structures – general
human requirements for a healthy and
peaceful together
study village, small town, large city,
mega city,- apply general requirements
environmental issues,- research and
make list of planning parameters
knowledge of environmental guided
principles
formulate functional model of an urban

environment (mobility, ecological
aspects, infrastructure)
12.Learning content





Urban planning, infrastructure,
developed landscape and culture
relevant areas
analysis of urban developments and the
planning with regards to an ecological
point of view as living quarters for
humans, pants and animals
become a personal view for the future
city in order to be sustainable and
efficient in the same way

13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation on single issue like
traffic, green belts, garbage ….,
Sketches of ideal city quarter, a street, a park, a
business park…..
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization

th

Module during 7 semester
th

Module during 8 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 7: Town Planning Theory

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Town Planning Theory

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
6

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week

7,5 Hours :
1,5 Hours: self-study and reading
2 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation

9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals






Methods, instruments and procedures of
environmental (green) urban
development
Workup a checklist for environmental
urban development by studying samples
The benchmarks and model building
using integrated ecological concept of
infrastructure as an example

12.Learning content
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Indication of environmental friendly




planning and construction in an urban
environment
Checklists and legal structures /
requirements
infrastructure integrated concepts, from
a city quartier to the new concepts of
sustainable developments on city
outskirts

13.Evaluation mode
Student research and 15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
th

Module during 7 semester
th

Module during 8 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 7: Cities Ecological Design

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Cities Ecological Design

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
8

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload
10 Hours :
2 Hours: self-study and reading
2 Hours: Guided self-study
4 Hours: Class attendance
2 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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After having studied buildings and such, the
student will learn how to establish a concept of
landscape and city panning while considering
environmental factors and the methods of
sustainable architecture
- Traffic systems , material flows
- Modern housing and apartment
- Green campus ideas
- Sun, wind, shading
- Public areas, Places to work, shops,
schools services

12.Learning content

-

Places to rest and recover, landscape,
gardens



concept of environmental friendly urban
development (town planning)
The management of water, human traffic
systems, material flows in a concept of
architecture of landscapes



13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation, design sketch of a new
living quartier
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
th

Module during 7 semester
th

Module during 8 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 7: Individual Consulting of the Students Future Career

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Individual Consulting of the Students Future
Career

4.Module code

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
2

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
2,5 Hours :
0,5 Hours: self-study and reading
0,5 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals

12.Learning content
131

The student is given the opportunity to evaluate
his strength, weaknesses, opportunities and
possible threats in his ongoing career as a
professional.
The Teacher will evaluate these characteristics,
showing a different point of view and assisting in
the decision making process.
 SWOT analysis on students



objectives for the future, 2/5/10 years
from now

13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
th

Module during 7 semester
th

Module during 8 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 7: Strategic Preparation of Bachelor Thesis

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Strategic Preparation of Bachelor Thesis

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
2

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
2,5 Hours :
0,5 Hours: self-study and reading
0,5 Hours: Guided self-study
1 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Selection of content
Select an individual focus of own BA
project
calculate workload
research methods
self-scheduling in coordination with the
other issues and examinations that have
to be closed within the last semester

The student will lean how to focus on some
environmental issues of his BA project, and
establish a time-line on a project (Bachelor
thesis) after choosing the topic. Furthermore a
structure will be implemented in order to
individually stay time sensitive. The student will
learn to organize himself and his personal live in
order to have a very good time budget to receive
excellent results.

13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation on human work skills,
sketch a project outline and make a personal
work flow schedule
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s) 1,2,3,4,5,6
To have attended module (s) 1,2,3,4,5,6
15.Module level
Basic Module
In-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
th

Module during 7 semester
th

Module during 8 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 8: Deciding Topic of Bachelor Thesis
FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Deciding Topic of Bachelor Thesis

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
4

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
5 Hours :
1 Hours: self-study and reading
1 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language

10.Main focus of learning outcomes

11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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English
Cantonese
Mandarin
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
The topic of the thesis shall be arrangement with
the approval of the professor. The thesis may
include contents from semester 2-6 while using
knowledge from semester 7 in combination. The
thesis has to include a complete illustration
(design) which has to include an analysis of the
regional urban surroundings and how the
students plans would fit and which purpose it
serves. The project has to be evaluable trough
legal structures and special circumstances in the
urban environment it is built in. The student may
choose between an urban development and the
planning of a building while using learned

concepts, techniques and knowledge.
12.Learning content



Finding a project which can be used in
the thesis

13.Evaluation mode
Sketches and presentation to the lecturer, to
evaluate progress
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
th

Module during 7 semester
th

Module during 8 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 8: Strategic Design Phase

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment Part A
Strategic Design Phase

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
6

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
7,5 Hours :
2 Hours: self-study and reading
1,5 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals

The student may choose from previous lectured
environmental issues to use in his thesis, in
order to set an environment in which his
building or city is developed.

12.Learning content

Analysis and selection of environmental issues
included in the thesis:
 Energy systems
 water treatment, sweet water demands
 landscape analysis
 exterior green, interior green
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climate, geology, sun, wind, rain analysis
CBM, SGM net, Gross
costs analysis, life cycle

13.Evaluation mode
15 minutes presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
th

Module during 7 semester
th

Module during 8 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 8: Schematic Design Phase

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Schematic Design Phase

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
6

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
7,5 Hours :
1,5 Hours: self-study and reading
2 Hours: Guided self-study
3 Hours: Class attendance
1 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language

English
Cantonese
Mandarin

10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals

The student is asked take the strategic design
and start work it over by including issues like:
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Design building outline
Design elevations , sections
Design floor plans, site plan etc.
Structural frame work
Calculate floor areas, CBM, GDF,GCF,
Energy and water demands

12.Learning content



preparing a presentation in which he or
she may show the content below in
order to show progress made on the
thesis





First designs and approach to thesis
structural framework of students thesis
selection of technical systems and many
other details

13.Evaluation mode
Presentation of progress
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
th

Module during 7 semester
th

Module during 8 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 8: Final Design Phase - Optional

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Final Design Phase - Optional

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
0

7.Attendance

Voluntary

8.Reommeded workload per week
8 Hours :
6 Hours: self-study and reading
2 Hours: Guided self-study
0 Hours: Class attendance
0 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals
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Finalize design, detail building parts such
as curtain wall, roof, etc.
make final material list
Show building in neighborhood
Prepare first renderings
Overwork all calculations to the final
design scheme

The content and design must may be presented
to the professor in order to supervise progress
and offer ideas and such if required.
12.Learning content


Demonstrate the ability to create a
complex design project, make a choice
and priority list, make a strategic
planning guide line

13.Evaluation mode
Strategic outline with first Project presentation
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
th

Module during 7 semester
th

Module during 8 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 8: Details – Optional

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Details- Optional

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
0

7.Attendance
Voluntarily
8. Recommended workload per week
4 Hours :
4 Hours: self-study and reading
0 Hours: Guided self-study
0 Hours: Class attendance
0 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals

12.Learning content
13.Evaluation mode

Finalizing the design on a high level of detailing
and specialization with focus on single issues
such as
Facades, Roofs, piping system in coordination
with the structure, interior design work,
landscape design, traffic concepts etc.
Becoming a specialist on single topics
Detailed drawings, Sections, 15 minutes
presentation
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14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
th

Module during 7 semester
th

Module during 8 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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Semester 8: Final Presentation

FIRST PART: DESCRIBTION OF THE MODULE
1.Field of Study
2.Program
3.Title of the module
4.Module code

Architecture
Architecture and Environment
Final Presentation

5.Level of education
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Executive Master
Diploma of advanced studies
6.Number of credits
8

7.Attendance
Mandatory

8.Workload per week
10 Hours :
4 Hours: self-study and reading
2 Hours: Guided self-study
2 Hours: Class attendance
2 Hours: Exam preparation
9.Principal language
English
Cantonese
Mandarin
10.Main focus of learning outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
Application of knowledge and understanding
Ability to make judgments
Communication skills and intercultural skills
Self-learning skills
Creative skills
Leadership skills
11.Aimed competencies and skills / learning
goals

12.Learning content

The student has to hand in the thesis and
present their concepts to the board of correction


Final presentation

13.Evaluation mode
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Presentation of thesis
14.Prerequisites
No precondition
To have validated module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
To have attended module (s): 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
15.Module level
Basic Module
n-depth / immersion module
Advanced module
16.Module type
Mandatory module
Elective module
17.Instructions and learning methods
Lectures
Exercises
Readings
Case studies
Studio
Seminar / Field Projects
18.Course material and required reading
Printed copy of the slides an online postings,
computer, Wi-Fi, paper, pencils, scale, triangles
19.Temporal organization
th

Module during 7 semester
th

Module during 8 semester
Course-block
Winter-semester
Summer-semester
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7.) Outline main course in the educational plan and its requirements
Please refer to number six for further information

8.) Referencing books and study equipment
Notebook, internet access, pen and paper and if necessary model building tools

Student Selection:

This Student Selection process usually covers the following 4 parts:
1. Submit application materials according to the check List beforehand.
2. Formal ENTRANCE ASESSMENT and INTERVIEW PROCESS (about 2 days)
The exercises test a range of the applicant’s creativity in design, environmental thinking and
problem solving skills, communication skills and people skills as well as their teamwork
awareness.
DAY 1: WRITTEN EXAMINATION (design and sketch)
Evaluation: This is not a test of drawing skill. It is a test about creativity skills, time
management skills, environmental concepts and logic thinking.
DAY 2: TEAMWORK
Evaluation: This is a test about people skills.
INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW
All questions will be asked in either Chinese or English, so candidates shall answer by using
the corresponding language.

3. SELECTION
4. ??????
4. APPROVAL
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Example of grading system (SIVA)
Professional Development and Appraisal System
Scoring factors and performance level standards
Scoring Standards for quality:
Exceeds expectations (great)

Below expectations (limited)

Proficient (considerable)

Unsatisfactory (little or none)

For criteria judged by appropriateness please see scoring factors:
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Grading System
The reasons for a common grading system
The main mission of Detao is to “contribute to human progress by gathering important elements of
the world’s developing wisdom in a systematic and scientific way”. Therefore, teachers have to assess
students following this vision. They have to evaluate the performance of the students in terms of
mastery of tools and concepts, of ability to take into account limitations and different perspectives in
making conclusions and recommendations, of development of critical intelligence and creativity, and
of understanding and command of the knowledge and theories that were presented and taught. In a
broad sense, the grading system has to guide the students toward academic and professional
excellence.
The universities and Detao’s strong commitment to student performance means that teachers have
to ensure fair and well-grounded grades. Teachers have to set the system at the very beginning of
each class in their syllabus by explaining to the students how they will be graded, how much and how
they are expected to participate, how to achieve excellent performance standards and how to deliver
the best teamwork participation. The grading system and the deadlines have to be fair and
transparent and it should be applied consistently and equitably. Toward the objectives of excellence
and fairness, we recommend standards-based grading which aim at measuring students’ performance
and knowledge on well-defined course objectives (Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006) in addition to
traditional grades (point-based grades) (Scriffiny, 2008).
Each module is assessed by an exam(s) or by assignment(s) that are designed to encourage the
students to work on the subject matter and to acquire the knowledge and skills taught during classes,
and to ensure that the students have apprehended the concepts and theories correctly. The aims of
the grading system are to measure as fairly as possible the performance of the students and their
level of understanding and mastery of the subject matters. The letter grading is used to favor the
philosophy and thinking that students should be assessed on the basis of their overall performance
and not through precise and detailed outcomes. This way of thinking recognizes that the assessment
of the students is not a precise science but it has to be considered like an art acquired through the
experience and knowledge of the teachers.
Students’ work will be graded from a total of 100. Teachers are free to allocate up to 100 points if the
performance is outstanding. They have to follow the grading system guidelines which are explained in
this document. Having a detailed grading structure and criteria makes it easier to provide students
with feedback and to justify when students challenge their grade.
Grading scale
According to the SIVA centesimal grading system, teachers will be requested to grade the students on
a 0 to 100 points range. A grade is assigned at the end of each module. Teachers have to follow the
grading system of the program (see below). Grades then can be translated on an A to F system
grading scale according to the table hereunder:
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Grade

Letter

Meaning

Honors

96 – 100

A+

Outstanding

First class

93 – 95

A

Superior

First class

90 – 92

A-

Very good

First class

86 - 89

B+

Good

Upper second-class

83 - 85

B

Good

Upper second-class

80 – 82

B-

More than fair

Lower second-class

76 – 79

C+

More than fair

Lower second-class

73 – 75

C

Fair

Third class

70 - 72

C-

Fair

Ordinary

60 – 69

D

Pass

Ordinary

55 - 59

D-

Insufficient / make up exam

54 or less

F

Fail / repeat

0

F-

Cheating / Not attendance

W

Withdrawn

WE

Withdrawn with Extenuating
Circumstances

Quality characteristic for each letter grade:


A: An A means that the student has completed an outstanding, excellent work. It
demonstrates an exceptional performance with original and critical thinking, a good structure
and organization, an ability to synthesize and analyze. The communication skills are excellent.



B: A B means that the student meets the objectives of the module. It accomplished a good
work with original thinking with reasonably error-free report, presentation or exam. The
overall structure of the paper is well thought and is appropriate to its audience and purpose.
The arguments are well-documented and well-supported. The student demonstrates good150

problem solving skills and a reasonably good grasp of subject matter but also shows an
occasional lack of discernment and familiarity with the subject matter.


C: A C means the student has completed a good work on the most important objectives, but
not all objectives. Anyway, the student can continue to the next level. It can be considered as
a fair performance but it demonstrates a lack of original or creative thinking, and of capacity
to analyze and synthesize. The student is able to communicate fairly clearly but with no great
expression skills. It shows a fair grasp of the main elements of the subject matter but also a
lack of detailed understanding.



D: A D means that the student has met half of the objectives but misses some important
objectives. It shows insufficient grasp of the main components of the course. Important
information and evidence are missing. The work of the students fulfills the overall objectives
but to an inadequate degree. The student has a significant risk of failing if s-he continues to
the next level. It demonstrates relatively weak performance with little creative and analytical
thinking. It shows difficult expression and a lack of articulating well-documented arguments.



F: An F means that the student doesn’t meet half of the course objectives. The student
demonstrates poor performance and indicates a lack of understanding of essential subject
matters. It shows a poorly organized expression and little evidence of even basic components
of the subject matter.



W and WE: a W or WE means that the students have requested to withdraw from a class. It is
not a grade and cannot the included in the average grade, but it as to considered as an
administrative label.

Students will pass the module when they reached 60 marks and over. Students will have the
opportunity to take a make-up exam when they receive a grade between 55 and; 59 as it can be
considered as a marginal fail.
When the students fail (less than 55), they have to repeat the module. A module can be repeated
only once. Students have the right to attend each module for a total of two times.
Students will receive zero score if they had cheated or if their class attendance is less than 1/3 of the
class hours, or if they did not hand in 1/3 or more of the assignments requested.

Degree classification
According to the UK system, a degree may be awarded with or without honors based on a weighted
average mark (grade point average, or GPA) of the assessed work a candidate has completed. The
average result is computed by (a) multiplying the number of points earned by the number of credits
(or hours in each class) (b) dividing the total by the total number of credits (or the total number of
hours taken). The degree classifications are:


First class honors (1st) is awarded for an overall rank of 90 and plus



Second class honors, upper division (2:1) is awarded for an overall grade between 83 and 89



Second class honors, lower division (2:2) is awarded for an overall grade between 76 and 82



Third class honors (3rd) is received by students meeting an overall rank between 73 and 75
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Ordinary degree (pass) is received by students getting an average grade between 60 and 72.

First-class honors, referred to as a "first", is the highest honors classification. It indicates very high
academic achievement. Not more than 15% of the students should be graduated with first-class
honors.
Upper second-class honors are commonly abbreviated 2:1 (pronounced two-one) in UK. About 20%
may receive an upper second-class honor
Lower second-class honors are abbreviated 2:2 (pronounced two-two) in UK. About 20% also may be
awarded with a lower second-class honor.
Third-class honors, referred to as a "third", are the lowest honors classification. A percentage of 5% to
10% of the students should be awarded with a third-class honor.
An ordinary degree (also referred as general or pass degree) is a degree without honors. About 30%
may receive an ordinary degree.

How to evaluate students’ performance
Grades are calculated from a combination of the student’s work, class attendance, assignments,
reports, and presentations. These assessment tools can be scheduled both during the semester and
at the end of it (final exams). Finals exams are made to assess each student’s individual performance.
The content of the exam should be adapted to the duration of it. Exams have to be original and they
cannot be made of a content already given before. In case of written exams, teachers have to
communicate early enough during class whether the exam in open or closed book exam, whether
students are allowed to use any documents (such as their notes) and whether calculators are allowed
or necessary.
As a principle, students must meet all the stated standards for each criterion to earn a grade. It
means that the teachers are often be required to make a holistic assessment in order to evaluate how
the students mostly fit to criteria. They make a professional evaluation about the students’
performance.
Teachers have also to ensure some comparability of their assessments. Students have the right to
know the method of grading that is to be used and that was used, in particular the weighting system.
For every module, the grading criteria and their weighting must be clearly described in class syllabus.
In order to evaluate the students, teachers should take into account:


The content of the project or exam: In particular, the knowledge, creativity and understanding
have to be evaluated. Students’ abilities to master the taught skills and to adopt a position
considering the issues at hand will also be evaluated. Students also have to demonstrate their
understanding of the particularities and the possibilities of generalization.
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Organization and structure: The ability of the students to structure their thinking and apply
analytical methods in an appropriate framework. Ideas and concepts have to be supported by
relevant material. The reasoning supporting the arguments is clear and makes sense. The
reasoning follows a logical plan.



Expression and literacy: Their communication skills in both writing and making oral
presentations. The used vocabulary has to persuasive, sophisticated enough and appropriate
in order to express their ideas and theories with clarity and insight. The paper or presentation
shows no problems in sentences, no inadequate vocabulary, and no awkward use of the
language or no unclear sentences.

Exceptional performance means that students demonstrated a great depth of knowledge, insight,
originality and creativity in the required projects or exams. In order to facilitate employers’ selection
of candidates, not too many a levels have to be awarded.
Teachers’ requirements and rights
Teachers have to make clear for each class the objectives and goals of the course, to set the
requirements, the standards and criteria for evaluation, and to assess students’ performance.
Teachers are obliged to evaluate each student’s work fairly (individually and/or in group work). They
have to assess all students without bias and based on valid academic and professional criteria.
Teachers have to respect the deadlines set by the administration for sending the grades. Deadlines
have to be respected as they are distributed at the same time. Grades have to be sent to the
administration and not given directly to students under any circumstances.
Teachers have also to demonstrate a strong sense of honesty and fairness. Dishonesty corresponds to
deception, breach of confidence, fraud or misrepresentation of a work or assignment. Teachers have
also to respect the rules in terms of plagiarism. They should not present concepts or ideas as their
own knowingly that these are the words or ideas of somebody else.
The necessary condition for achieving academic excellence is an atmosphere of intellectual freedom.
Teachers are free to build their syllabus according to their points of views and expertise as long as
they respect the guidelines formally stated in module descriptions and the general standards of the
school.

Student requirements
Students to pass a year and have access to the next level of teaching have to meet an overall and for
each module sufficient result. As a necessary condition to be fulfilled, all the modules have to meet
the grade of 60 (or C) or more. In case of insufficient grade, classes can be repeated individually.
Students are not required to repeat a whole year or a whole semester.
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These requirements imply that even students with high average mark might not get access to a next
level’s class if they fail to pass all the modules.
If the grade is between 55 and 59, classes might not be repeated. Students have the opportunity to
take another exam to pass the module. The last grade obtained replaces the initial grade. In case of
failure at the make-up exam session, students have to redo the module the following year. Students
may repeat each module only once. In case of failure after repeating a module, the students will be
expelled out of the program.
Class attendance is mandatory. Teachers have to record all the absences. The module will not be
validated for partial attendance, if students attend classes less than 2/3 of class hours. Students are
expected to arrive in class on time and be present during the entire duration of the course. Late
arrival and partial attendance will be considered as no attendance. Teachers are asked to report
excessive absences to the academic dean.
In case of absence, students have to explain the reasons directly to the teachers. If absences are fully
justified in writing, the grades of the students cannot be affected. Students have to discuss with the
academic dean in case of absence during final exams or directly with the instructors in order to
arrange a make-up exam or a way to meet the requirements of the class. When students are ill for the
final exams, they have to take another chance when the final exams for the subject matter will be
scheduled for other students.

Cheating and plagiarism
Students’ intellectual honesty is important to meet organization’s values and to build the reputation
and branding of the program. Dishonesty will be treated with extreme strictness.
All the assignments and projects must be completed solely by the students unless it is clearly and
formally stated that the work is done by someone else. Plagiarism appears when students copy
published documents without referencing the sources or when ideas or models are presented as their
own whereas they were created by someone else. Students are not allowed to hand in or use work
that has been already credited in the past without formally referencing.
Cheating corresponds to the copy of other students during exams or assignments, to unapproved
communication among participants during the exams, or to unauthorized material, such as books or
notes, brought into the exam room.
Presenting a group work without having substantially contributed to it will be considered as act of
dishonesty. It is unfair for the other members of the group. It is also considered as dishonesty when
students interfere or obstruct the work of their colleagues.
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Any form of dishonesty can lead to zero grade and to suspension or expulsion from the program and
from the institution.
Appeal
Students have to right to appeal to their academic status and to their results. Authority for
determining students’ academic status reside with the board of the institution, at Detao. All appeals
will have to follow the last version of rules and procedures set by the institution, and revised
regularly.
All appeals have to be submitted in writing through the academic dean. All the arguments of the
appeal have to be clearly and formally stated. The related documentation should also be included.
Decisions made by the dean may be appealed to the board of the organization. All cases will be
considered individually.
Individual grades cannot be changed on the sole initiative of a teacher after all grades were reported
to the students at the end of each semester. All the request for grade changes have to follow the
appeal procedure. Teachers will be consulted through the appeal procedure. All changes have to be
approved either by the academic dean or the board of the school. It designed in this way in order to
protect teachers from student pressure for grade changes.
The main reasons that will justify a grade changing are administrative errors, errors in computing or
institutional errors.

Operation Scheme
Core Teaching Staff
Leading Master: Dipl.-Ing. M.Sc. Florian Betzler
German native Florian Betzler, founder and CEO of the known company Betzler Development GmbH
& Co.KG, Born 1957 near Hamburg. He has identified several environmental issues our cities will face
today and in the near future, and has invented strategies and designs work against these. Being one
of the leading lectures on this topic worldwide he has been invited to speak at a wide range of
teaching facilities such as the architectural university of Bangalore, the university of Chang Mai, the
EXPO in Shanghai as well as the lecture of a full Master program in environmental architecture and
future living at the university of applied sciences in Wismar, Germany.
The courses objective is to generate a sustainable design concept under the strong consideration of
regional water and energy resources. The course is split in two parts, part one consists of a
presentation concerning cases and relevant information to the student whereas in part two the
student has the task to create a draft on his own on mentioned issues which he has then to present to
the class. Moreover he developed a concept with the objective to integrate the students in a real
time planning process to exemplify that a theoretic strategic plan is essential before the actual start
of an abstract in order to fabricate an efficient sustainable design.
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Others:
Teaching Team
Composition

Numbers

Responsibility - Requirements

Senior Teacher (acting
as Master’s Studio
Teaching Director or
Course Coordinator)

1

Responsible for teaching in the "SIVA-DeTao Advanced
Class" and also in charge of the overall program while the
Master is out of presence to ensure normal operation of
the program;
Has more than Ten years’ experience in teaching and also
in managing a teaching team

Upper Medium Level
Teacher

1

Responsible for the main courses teaching;
Has more than Ten years’ experience in teaching

Teaching Assistant

1-2

Responsible for assisting teaching;
Has more than three years’ experience in teaching or in
industry

Administrative
Assistant

1

Responsible for assisting routine affairs during teaching;
Graduate of the current year, TEM-8

External International
Teachers

depends

Responsible for short-term intensive course if required.

Class Size
20-30
Space Description

A classroom that can accommodate around 30 students learning with Projector, TV, Wheel-tables and
chairs and other basic teaching facilities.
Equipment Description
- Projector
- A big TV
- A video camera for long-term usage
- Big white boards with wheels
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- Wireless page tuner
- Wheel-tables and chairs
- Apply TV if the projector is wireless
- A computer in the classroom for teachers
- ISIB message board at the entrance of classroom
- Classroom can be locked for security reason
Teaching Management System
Teaching Management System
Academic Advisor Committee /Strategy and Development Decision-making Committee
It is consisted of Li Zhuozhi, Xia Jun, Xu Linen, Wang Yan with De Tao Group, president of each
Advanced Class institute, Jin Yan, Sir Daniel, Stamenka Uvalic-Trumbic chaired by Li Zhuozhi, while Jin
Yan acts as the coordinator for organizing the meeting. Organize the meeting for president of each
institute during each early semester (it is required to be attended by more than half of the committee
members<inclusive of the entrustees>) to discuss each major teaching plan, sharable resources,
upgrade of the overall teaching quality, growth direction of the DMA teaching programs and so on,
which should be minuted in the form of resolution.
Teaching Regulatory Commission

The chairman and vice chairman should be assumed by Li Zhuozhi and Xia Jun with De Tao Group
respectively, and De Tao DMH should carry out the regulatory rules.

Suggestions on Staffing and Major Functions of Each Institute
Teaching
DeTao Masters Academy

President

Leading Master

As the general leader of the Advanced
Class teaching, the Leading Master is in
charge of the preparation of the major
course outline and overall execution
scheme for the Advanced Class, the
creation, training and management of the
faculty team, the teaching of the major
course as well as the attainment of the
preset goal.
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Teaching Team

Course Coordinator

Under the direction of the Leading
Master, coordinate the major course of
the Advanced Class, undertake the
teaching of some trunk courses, assist the
management and training of the faculty
team, monitor each course to be taught
according to the plan, approach and goal
preset by the Leading Master, and ensure
the teaching to reach the preset goal.

Senior Teacher

Teach the trunk course, and cultivate the
teaching assistants.

Course Assistant

Assist the Leading Master, Course
Coordinator and Senior Teacher to teach.

Technical Staff

Offer technical support for the relevant
major skill-oriented course of the
Advanced Class, and teach the knowledge
and skill on how to use the related device.
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Finance

Overall Finance Control and Management
for the Advanced Class

Teaching Supervision
Teaching Meeting
Each institute is independent in teaching administration, and the president takes care of the
management of the teaching faculty, and the president is responsible for the overall teaching quality.

Periodically (monthly) convene overall arrangement meeting attended by overall faculty team
(inclusive of the teachers with cooperative university) and chaired by the institute president or the
entrustee to coordinate, optimize and adjust the teaching at specific stages.

Periodically (weekly/biweekly) convene coordination meeting attended by overall faculty team
(inclusive of the teachers with cooperative university if required) and chaired by institute president or
the entrustee to coordinate the teaching content and discuss and solve the existing teaching
problems.

Periodically (monthly) convene meeting participated by the faculty team and DMH teaching affair
administrators to discuss the teaching progress and quality.
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Daily Supervision

DMH teaching affair administrators are the designated supervisors for the teaching of each institute,
who should supervise the daily teaching of the specific institute, and truthfully fill out the record for
filing.

DMH teaching affair administrators designate teaching information officers for each major students of
each institute (assumed by the students), who should submit the daily teaching implementation
status to the DMH teaching affair administrators for record and filing.
Teaching Inspection
Convene twice teaching inspection meeting for each semester (mid-semester and final)
independently organized by DMH teaching affair administrators to collect the comments on the
teaching problems made by the students of each institute and cooperative university tutors, and
record and file the same.

DMH teaching affair administrators should check the file in the course of teaching online and offline
in irregular manner during each semester.
Organize the students too independently (individually) evaluate the institute faculty (focus on the
overall teaching) via the internet at the end of each semester.
Complaint

Teaching Regulatory Commission of Detao Masters Academy sets up internet complaint mailbox, and
discloses it to the students and faculty team, who may complain on the existed individual and team
problems via the mailbox.
Teaching Service
Prior to each semester, the president of each institute organizes different types of training for the
faculty.
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Faculty Management
The faculty should rigidly observe the teaching schedule, when asking for leave, the faculty should
report to the direct supervisor, which should be filed by the DMH teaching affair administrator. The
corresponding course change should be finalized by the DMH teaching affair administrator after
discussion. The class change should be informed by the teacher and report to the DMH teaching affair
administrator for filing, and the students may be indirectly advised by the DMH teaching affair
administrator via the teacher.

When it is not teaching time, the faculty should prepare lessons in the office during the working time.

The faculty should rigidly follow the teaching calendar when teaching, it is forbidden to change or
stop the class without permission.

The faculty should submit the teaching log for each class according to the requirement defined by the
DMH teaching affair administration department.

The faculty should truthfully record the attendance of the students for each class.
Students Management

The students attending the DMA Advanced Class should follow the Students Management Rules for
th

Regular Higher Education (issued on Mar 29 , 2005) laid down by the Ministry of Education, and the
students should also observe the undergraduate management rules of the cooperative university
unless otherwise specified (such as Management Rules for SIVA Undergraduates).
Admission Qualification

When the students pass the DMA major exam and entrance exam of the full time higher education,
meet the admission rules defined by the cooperative university, and are enrolled by the cooperative
university, it means that they have obtained the qualification to have access to the DMA.
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Entrance Mechanism

During the freshman year and sophomore year of the regular class students in the cooperative
university, they could voluntarily put forward application. When they are recognized and
recommended by the Teaching Affair Department of the cooperative university and pass the major
competence test organized by the teaching team of the Advanced Class, they could join in the
Advanced Class, there are only two quotas for each major of each Advanced Class.
Major Change in Advanced Class

The student may put up application for major change during the freshman year and sophomore year,
and seek consent from the major teaching team of the Advanced Class. When passing the test
organized by the new major teaching team, he/she could change major in different Advanced Class.
However, each student enjoys only one major change chance in the Advanced Class. Further, there
are only two major change quotas for each major of each Advanced Class.

Fs

Feedback Systems and Evaluation Methods
I evaluate the PowerPoint presentations, project work, project design, strategic design and project
presentation from which I will form an overall grade. The student knows at every time about his or
her performance and if the students lacks satisfaction a personal talk is issued (this happened only
twice throughout my career as a professor). Usually my students show great effort with the work
given which I lead with strength and complementing. Furthermore I have found out that by targeting
the initial ambition of the student, great projects will arise towards the end of the course.

Analysis of career opportunities (referring to year 3rd, term 5 + 6)
Throughout the semester project, the student and the lecturer have the opportunity to identify
strength and weaknesses of the student so certain strength can be further developed while issues
may be solved. Furthermore after the third semester the student is able to choose a special field of
interest. Enhanced communication between student and lecturer will help to clarify every aspect of
the architectural branch as well as job opportunities after receiving the degree. Another positive
aspect of this procedure is the teaching of aspects and chances of the market. The student will be
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able to use his specified area of study as the bachelor thesis, which will help building the students
curriculum vitae as well.

Handbook of teacher training
Opportunities gained from cooperation’s and information exchange

The Evaluation of the potential cooperation’s or information exchange between the DeTao Masters
and other cooperative Chinese Universities will reveal diverse opportunities.
There is a future demand and trend for the exchange of information between universities in order to
satisfy and present the best quality of education possible for the student.
By cooperating between different Chinese universities and foreign lecturers we have the opportunity
to develop an international standard (as seen in 1)) and learn from each other which can save costs
and is rather time effective as well. The opportunities within the estate industry arise quickly and are
profound. The next generations of students will need a constant information exchange between all
sorts of teaching facilities in order to develop a vital exchange, an innovative discussion and to widen
their horizon.

Final guidance for Bachelor degree

The final project will show a state of the art design developed by the student which will be presented
to the class in an excellent manner. The student will also be trained to present in an award winning
manner beforehand in order to give the perfect presentation as a course finalization. The student is
asked to show his or her ability to develop a strategic plan in the field of environmental architecture
while taking every relevant technology under consideration. Furthermore the plan has to show
economic relevance with regards to profitability, return on investment and such. By completing this
challenge the student has the opportunity to identify himself as a valuable expert that his future
employee can rely on.

Final meeting and Report
The students and I have constant contact, meet and report. Furthermore I like to stay in close contact
with my colleagues as well in order to optimize my contribution to the entire educational program of
the university.
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Curriculum Vitae, Florian Betzler

Betzler Development GmbH & Co.KG
Hamburg
P ersonal Statement, Clima Architect Florian S. Betzler

Florian has started his professional career with a German Diploma in
architecture at the University of Applied Science in Hamburg, Germany;
followed by a three year work period oversees which took place at Thompson,
Ventulett& Stainback architects in Atlanta GA., USA.
After returning to Germany Florian took over the family architecture business
which was founded by his father in 1957.
Furthermore, Florian acquired qualifications in the field of architecture and
Development for private estates and retail buildings, with a focus on
commercial real estate and restorations.

In addition to his existing résumé as Climate Architect, Florian became a Feng-Shui consultant, which is directly
linked to environmental design.
Within his career Florian pursued to connect architecture and environment in order to create efficient
economic solutions to solve environmental issues which we face nowadays.
This complex input has led him to further widen his horizon by taking on a Master program (M.Sc.) in
architecture and environment at the University of Applied Sciences Wismar in Germany, graduating in 2009.
Since then Florian has been lecturing a Master’s Program on the specialized content of future living as well as
architecture and environment in the English language at the University of Applied Sciences in Wismar.
Producing such an important and new solutions to existing problems, he has gained international regard as a
speaker and lecturer, having taught in the United Arabic Emirates, China, Australia and India. Furthermore he
was invited to speak at the EXPO in Shanghai.
Through his experience he became the Climate Architect Florian S. Betzler, able to develop a formula applied on
his architectural designs for buildings of all scales with the function to fight the cities heat island problems.
As widely known change on issues concerning the environment is inevitable in order to ensure a healthy
standard of living throughout the future. The cooling rate Florian’s design is providing for the cities microclimate
is tremendous, furthermore his design approach makes projects of all scales more efficient with regard to full
resource utilization, cost- and income wise.
Florian passionately delivers his services, expertise and knowledge in order to make a change from
industrialized concrete desert cities as we know them, to beautiful, sustainable, environmental friendly living
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and working cities, in order to support humans and other species as well as natural habitants in a harmonious
way rather than destroying them.
Florian is looking forward to promote any exchange of information concerning these mentioned issues,
especially to reach young minds and investors. His latest approach is the demonstration that his environmental
friendly concept of climate architecture is more profitable over the usual live cycle period of 40 years than any
conventional building is.

With kind regards,

Florian S. Betzler
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